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Abstract 
The Imagery of Religious Doubt in the ·P-oe.tty- :qf: ·Matth·ew ,Arnold: 
by Albert Miles 
Th1s p·aper attempts to show that Arnold's land and water imagery 
follows the progression of his religious thought from a predominantly 
subjective view of the world to a predominantly objective view of the 
world. 
. . .• 
Chapter one deals with the nature of ArpoJo:·•s.· d·otrb,t. It considets' 
.A.rno.ld' s view of the Victorian Age, his religlous q_ue·.s:tiqnln9 ,_ an_d· ·bl$. 
·att~mpt~. at finding a .s.ati·sfactory way of life •. 
. . 
. 
Chapter two is ·co:r1q(3med with Arnold's use of water imagery. 
lt attempts to ·prove,. d·~splte some inconsistency in Arnold's use of 
·the image, that the. water -metaphor bears striking parallels to the 
development of Arnold's particular view of how his life sho.µid .. be lived. 
Chapter three has for its subJect Arnold's use of the land metaphor. 
::• ~-~-=-- -·-. -· 
It attempts to show that Arnold has -use·d the .land fmag:e· to .. embellish his 
poetic thought and to clarify his cosrnic view--. 
Chapter four" deals with Arnold's inte.rwe&vinQ: of J:>.dth: the-land 
:and sea imagery. It attempts to prove ;th-at the images in co_njunction 
clarify and amplify Arnold's view of the world and follow roughly the 
same development his thought had followed. 
... 
~-," . - . } 
II :~ 
\. 
i' 
, . 
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:I. THE NATURE OF ARNOLD'S DOUBT 
Albert J. Lubell has observed that· .... Arnold's shedding of Christian 
.dogma [ in his early years] determined the whole course of his intellec-
tual and spiritual development. 111 In order to understa.n.d :fully the :pro-
gression of Arnold's thought, then,. we must inquire into th,e circum-
stances which led him lnto skepticism. Lubell points out that Arnold'-s .. 
19-ss of faith would be difficult to explain if it had been--an ts·ol:·ated 
_phenomenon, but it wasn't. Arnold himself acknowl.edg·ed tJ1-9t :"lJi:$ 
poetry represented the "main movement of mind" of th·e nineteenth 
,c~ntury, 2: a_n_d certainly th.e lass or reaffirmation of fa.tth ·wa:s ·_.much .i.n 
.ev:fdehce: at that time: •. We :h·a,ve only to consider the divisio_n. on the 
subject of religious dogma. to s:e_e bow widespread were the attempts to 
strengthen a declining faith. The ~11ost .obv.ious example of such con-
flict was the one between the Tractarians, -<JOJJ1.prised of men like 
Keble, John Henry Newman, and Pusey., ·who wi:Shed renewed emphasl$ 
on dogma and -a return to the first principles of ·the. church fathers; and 
on the othet·b:and,. .m·e·n .like Thomas Arnold, Clough, and Matthew 
Arnold hims.elf,. ·Who, .sou.ght ·some sort of compromise to solidify th·e: 
church. 
Unfortunately we do not posses:~ mµch evic;l~_~ce regarding 
Arnold's inner life in his teens, but ''Stanzas from the Grande Char-
treuse" sheds some light on the causes of Arnold's questioning. 
.·.? 
' 
-< 
.,- -......:.;.. 
.[ 
For rigorous teachers seized my youth, 
A.rid purged its faith, arid trimmed its fire, 
Showed me the high, white star of Truth, - 3 There bade me gaze, and there aspire. (11.67-70) 
For "rigorous teachers, " one thinks immediately of Arnold's father, 
whose influence upon Arnold was paramount in his development. 4 
Although Arnold may not- be referring to Newman in the preceding 
quotation, one of hist~ac-hets· was Newman, under whose influence 
Am-old cc1n1e· at :Ox-ford-. It was Newman who shook Arnold's confidence 
in liberal and evangelical ideas without giving him a cons·olatory belief 
ih the authority of the Catholic fatth~-5 Perhaps "rigorous tea:chers" 
refers to the writer:s of the Hig"l1~·r -Cri ticis111, thos-e writ~rs ·who were .. 
re-examining .telig.ioµs beliefs· to ~ee what valldity· they -h,ad. Certainly· 
. 
" Arnold: must h-ave .bee.n exposed to the writ~r$· of ·a questioning age who 
found no.tl)i,ng sacred, nothing profane. 6 ·"Rigorous teachers II may 
also have refer~nce to Lucretius, Spino·z,-,f,: ci'nd·Goetll.e, writers with: 
whom Arnold w_a:s qµite: familiar. 7 
Wh9ever th.ey wer.e, th·~s·e ... 'rigorou:s·_te:ach~:r;s:" bade .. Atnol_d··to 
' 
:aspire to the i•-ntg.,h, white sta.r of: Tru_th" - fhe :symb9l fqr Arnold of th,e_ 
kirrd of faith that rriay dispense With a b&~e of the supernatural. 8 · This 
,_a.spiration led to the de_s:p·air reflecte:d 'in hi.s- poetry -~ most of whtch. 
w.as written between 1847· and J~-S3:,_ a petlo.d d.ui-in:g wh.ich ·he· was 
undergoing a profound religious experience arid spiritual ·conversion. 9 
:The. dia:ries ,of 1~4-:5- ra47 ,: :which show Arnold· looking for a ·philosophic 
faith to teplac;:e the religious faith he ha,dlost, lO give further evidence 
.of the· effect his ···teachers" had upon :hJm. Arnold fin:ds: .him..self in thi S· 
·p<3ri;od "Wandering between two world:s:, one dead/':l"he. qther powerless 
. 'b. b ,, 11 to ... e orn. 
4 
Another cause of the conflicts in Arnold's mind was the Zeitgeist 
of the Victorian Age. Arnold speaks· in "The Scholar Gipsy" of the 
1 
· "sick fatique, the languid doubt, 11 the "sick hurry, 11 the "divided.aims" 
of modern life. He urges the Gipsy to flee "our feverish contact, 11 
"our mental strife;\tvhich, though it gives no bliss, yet spoils for r:e.·.s~:·~·~· 
He calls the people of his age. "Light half-believers of . • . casual 
·cree.ct.s .• '' In a letter to Clough, he writes, "These are damned times -
.. e,reryth1ng· is against one - the height to which knowledge is come, 
the·. s.pread, .of luxury, our physical enervation, the absence of great 
)rature·S :, thJ~· .unavoidable c·ontact with .. milli.on:s of small .one.s; ·news--: 
:our own selve·s:,: ·anc:l the: si.c)<~ning consciousne·~s of .our· own di-fffcul-
ties. 11 12 FQr Arnold, ''Arid """" that is what the times are. 11 13 ''Con..-
ge stion of the brain iS what we suffer from. 014 
a·.no lu.cJdly,. A..rthtJr s.~ .H.qyt say:s that t·he.: pa,t,hos of ·a. :faithl.e:ss.· w·o.rl.d 
has nowhere been so eloquently expressed as In "J)ov~r Beach. ,,ls 
tnde.ed ft is difficult to refute him. The image :.of the world as 
. . . a darkling plain 
Swept with confused alarms of ~t~ug.gl:~·· 
and flight, ·· · 
Where ignorant armies clash :by hight. fl 1 ... a·s .... 3i7) 
.. 
i.s n:ot an easy one to forget, embodying as it does. tne failur:e .of 
religJon,. Nor can one forget a world which "Hath r~ally n.~itlier Joy·:., 
.• 
:nt>t love, nor light, /Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for :·pain., .. ·i• 
(11. 3 3 -- 3 4) . 
Arnold's poetry ·t.ev.eals all :of the conflicts character_i stlc of the· 
Victorian Zeitg·el:st: - s.ocia:l friction, :f.ierce industrialism, appeals f:ot: 
'I 
·-~· ~-....... ,..:. -~- _.,....:.. 
5 
leadership, the conflict of science with the church (perhaps one of the 
chief causes of Arnold's doubt), all of the spiritual confusion which 
left so deep a mark on Arnold himself. 16 What Arnold saw in the age 1 
was a situation much like that in Greece during the fourth century B. C. 
from which Stoicism had arisen - religion as a dead faith, the old 
forms of society crumbling, people sacrificing cultural and spiritual 
life to cheap utility and the machinery of externals .17 Like the Greeks, 
Arnold, as we shall see later, was to turn to ~toi.ct.s.m as a refuge from 
the conflicts and aridity of the time. 
Recog·rtiz"ing the unideal qualities of th~ ·ag:e ·, ··p_la·g.ue·d :with 
·-religious ques'tlon.ing, Arnold sought some solution to: the ptoblettt~. 
His poetry de:·scribes vividly the struggle to a:chieve stability, his 
longings to .s~e to the sense· .of things. 18 As we shall see, lrE3 wa:s 
to make many .attempts at rec.:onciling his conflict. Indeed ·one qrittc. 
·ma:intain.:s th,at Arnold I s charm -and interest lie iri .his .p.aln.ful po:sition_. 
P.etween:: fa.1th. ·and disbelief. 19 We might.even: ~:a::y wit.h Rlc.hatd .Holt 
. -~-µ~gn ~hat Arnold '_s poem_s are _one lon_g variation :on- th.e .divorc·e between 
soul and intellect20 - a S:oul Which ·de·st:res to ntarntain· th·e fire· of faith 
:wlthin and an intell,e·qt w.hic_h sees the difficulty· of such·, a ta>sk ... 
. Let .us consider iiow the effects of dou:bt :on Arnold, the .... mclst 
:o:Pvious of which is :th.e.·melancholy so prev.alent in Arnold's wofk •.. :One: 
iha,s .o:nly to open a volume of Arnold.' s poems at random to dis90.v·er ample 
·evidence of the Arnoldian Weltschmerz. Even Hugh Kingsmll,1-,: who:se 
.o,pi.nfons of Arnold are hardly flattering, calls "gentle melancholy~' th.e 
-pre.vailing note of Arnold's poetry, 21 and W. H. Hudson concurs irt 
. '~ 
contrasting Am'old's buoyant, cheery prose with his gloomy, despalrfng_ 
.-
poetry.22 / 
.~ 
' 1 
t 
'1. 
•. 
~~ 
6 
Hudson fin<;is the melancholy even more striking when he considers 
the optimism characteristic of many of the other Victorian writers. 23 
Although recent scholarship has found more pessimism in the Victorian 
writers than Hudson did, one cannot deny that melancholy seems to 
play a larger role in Arnold's poetry than it does in some of his contem-
poraries' work. Did Arnold fail to see something in the age which others 
did see? Hudson suggests that the young Arnold had l_ost faith in. 
revolutionary progress, but faLled to realize (as .ma_hy Victorians at 
least hoped) that the world might be improved by evqlutionary progress.24 
T.S. :Eliotm.afntains that Arnold was not able to see beneath the pea·uty' 
a.nd ugliness of the age to perce~ve the horror and glory of it. 25 Con.., 
.te.m:p._c,rary conditions may··well have been chietlv· responsibl_e, for Arno.ld's-
niela·ncholy, but there is: ·a ·hint· :e>f --some deeper underlying sou.rce. G .• -R . 
. Ellfott ih treating_ the pro.b:I~m. stqtes 'tha:t th:e· melancholy ts not. so {ulJy· 
,re·solva·ble Into tenipo~ary .. or tem_,p,era:m~ntal conditions. ·He s.e·es rather 
:&\profounder spring· of :s.adne:$s -~ the -s·ource ·of ·wnic.h. ls. ·1:h_e conflict b·e~-
tween time and eternity or the .life of .9·epturfe s. -.attd· the· life-: of po·etcy. 
For Elliott., -Arrto1a·1s: verse i:ios$e-sse_s ·the me.lancholy ·•fwhlc·h th·ete is .in . . 
life itself - t-he. ntelan.ch--oly of life yearning tow.ard. the: full life· of 
.·. 2·6 poetry • • .•. .... · In another context T. S. Eliot·:refer:$: t·o t:hJs .-m·elancholy 
a·s 11 .- • •• a ·true form of acedia, arising from the unsuc:cessful struggle 
towards the spiritual life ,;Z:7 ...... tbe struggle'WhiCh permeates all of 
Arnold's thought. 
Arnold• s .que stionln:<;t -t.nlnd als·o le.d- ·h:1.rt1 into. other difficulties-, If: 
·the world is 11ot g_overned by a benevolent d_eity, what is man's relation 
·t.o nature? Is: the universe purely mechanistic, and if so, is it governed 
):>r- c.nar:rc:e-:or law? Is nature in harmc;,ny with man? Is man in harmony 
. ··1· 
with nature? All of these questions appear in his poetry. Apparently 
he wavered between answers to the questions because, as Trilling has 
pointed out, he permitted conflicting views of nature to exist in his 
poetry, sometimes simultaneously. 28 
Arnold treats the theme of man agaln'st nature in several poems·~ 
In the ~q.rl_y $Onnet "In Harmony with Nature" (1849), he shows the 
:a·bsurtj-ity· of s~y.ing man is in harmony with nature. Man is indeed dif-
_fe.tent .from nature, for where nature ends, man cqr1t~n,\l_~s. 
Know, man hath all which Nature hath,, 'but 
more. (1. 5) 
• • • 
Nature is cruel, man is ·sick of bloocl; 
Nature is stubborn, ma.n w.oµld faln 
adore; (11. 7-8) 
• • • 
Nature and man can nev_er be fast ·trfe·nds. (1. 13) 
::t{:atute :here refers to the ''world of things•i· a·s opposed to the moral 
-w.orld of rn·an. The division, too, ts· in man himself (he shares: tn hi.s,, 
.. 
l_qwe:r nature some of th_e traits attributed-to n:a:tqre):.·29 
This same distinction between ma-n -and-. n-a.tu:re is seen in 
••Religious Isolation•• (1849)~ 0 In this poem he warns Clough against 
the· de:-sire to make nature share his thoughts. 
What though the holy secret which moulds thee 
Moulds not the solid earth? though never winds 
Have whisper'd it to the complaining sea, 
Nature's great law, and law of all men's minds::?· --
To its own impulse every creature stirs; 
Live by thy light, and earth will live by hers! (11. 9-14) 
Arnold seems to be condemning the practice of reading. into inanimate 
nature thoughts which only man can have. Beach says that we may a~-
cuse Arnold of lacking imagination in ·that he was not abl~ to see that 
man's coijsciousness comes from urfcotiS.cious nature. But Beach. 
' { 
·I }"" 
I 
' f l 
L· 
I 
acknowledges that perhaps Arnold did have a glimmering of this thought, 
or what can Arnold mean by "nature's great law, and law of all men's 
minds"? Beach finds the reference of this phrase hopelessly obscure. 
On one hand it seems to refer to the "holy secret" which does not mould 
the earth; on the other hand it seems to be a grandiloquent label for the 
idea that "to its own impulse every creature stirs." Beach concludes 
that in any c.ase it is a major concession to the naturalistic point of 
view to talk at all of "Nature·'s g:reat law," let alone equating it with 
- - 31 the "law of all men's minds. 11 - · · 
In other poems Arnold treats th.e. them.e of· -nature's :being· dtff·eteht 
frorrt man. Arnold maintain.s· this q.i,stinctl:on to exalt certain ,q_ua1ltiei.s. 
L . 
:felt. in ·natu·te.; qualities which re·stles·$ man does not SE:H~m to- poss:e·ss. 
In "Resignation"· (1849), for example, he:· comments u.pon. t_ll.~· p~ace. -~t 
the heart: of· the·· cosmos. In· ".Llne:s Written in Kensington Gardens" 
( 1852) , he reads pe&ce in.to g·.eneral nature. 3 2 In ''Quiet Work" ( 184 9) , 
Arnold urges men. td learn of nature 011e· lesson of "toil unsever'd from 
tra_nquility " (1. 5). "-Qtii-et. Work" also show:s another theme character-
istic of Arnold's thpught ~ th~ noisy u-proar of. man's -vain turm.oil co.n-· 
t"ra.sted with nature:•··s =silent, perfecting labors. 
,.Arnold, in oth·et works, more convention:ally: .c.elebtates the stead-
f:¢f$tr:i;:~s~: or=g:r~_qtr1Ef$S of ·.nature. "The Youth. of: N:ature" asks if beauty 
+-· 
ls in .. n:ature .. or t_tre poe.t.. N.atµre repll~s- th9:t she :is thef-PQssessor of 
"beauty. She endures:; ·rrieh die=.. Th~ $.~nt~ tl1E3tn~ .may pe seen. 1I) "·T-b,e 
33 Youth of Man • 11 
The' conflicting views of :r1ature. held by Arnold are p.erh-aps be_§t: 
re_pre:s.e·nte.d in two poems - 11Eni:pedocle·s on Etna'' an·d. :0 t·he Youth of 
.Man .. " Th.e theme of "Empeoo·cle:s on Etn:a-11 (185-2) 1.s that :nature h·a:s 
' .;,1· 
: 
) 
,1 
J 
: 
! 
' 
·i 
--· ... ..--.- " . ~: -· 
nothing to do with man. In this poem, Arnold's "nature" is neutral, 
man is a part of nature and morality is non-existent in nature. The 
only law is that all things must fulfil the law of their own being. 
Empedocles, in most of his speeches, is concerned with directions 
for following this law - what Trilling calls "a doctrine of acquies-
34 
cence. 11 Man must accept what life gives to him and must be 
content with it. But Empedocles himself cannot accept this advice •. 
He yearas for something more and flees from. his cramped existence 
into the volcano. 
In: "The Youth of Man," the date of which no one has been able 
to. ascertain as being before or after "Empedocle.s,.:" Arnold repudiates 
'f°he view of nature that has pervaded "Err.ip~docleis:." The old- cou_:ple: 
·.ont::e .believe~r . 
". . • her charm 
Lives in our eyes which can paint, 
Lives in our hearts which can feel." ("Youth of Man, 11 
11_.:35-37) 
Btrf again the ·p_erm:anence of nature asserts itself anq the old. qou:pl~ 
re.m.e.mbers "h·ow Nature was fair" (l. 104) and "the m.ists of delu:siqn 
!t:: ~ ~- ·:r-~t.l -away from their eyes. " Arnold concludes: -the poem ·b·y 
urging y·otith to "Yearn tq· the :greatness of Nature" (1.117). :T:he, 
Platonic ot ·11realist·n po·sttion, as Trilling calls it; presented ih this· 
poem contradicts tl1e, m·aterialistic naturalism of "Empedocles." ·"'The. 
two views . • .• did not produce any fundamental contradiction~- a,s 
they -would hav.e had Arnold attempted a systematic philoso.ph-y· •. ,_. ~ 
each was used to mitigate what Arnold thought were the excesses of 
':' the. other in modern life. The scientific materialistic view he employed 
tcr ct):rnbat theology; with his· rrealist' position he checked what he 
.,. 
' 
l.u 
believed was the intellectual anarchy of the democratic dispensation: 
he wished to establish a Truth, a Goodness, a Beauty beyond the un-
certain realm which is voted into existence by the counting of opin-
ionated heads. 1135 
Both Trilling: and B':each would explain Arnold's apparently contra-
dictory views of nature b·y having two kinds of nature, but perhaps they 
read Arnold too subtly, says John M. Wallace. He goes on to cite 
''Written in -Butler's Sermons 11 ,rnd. "In Harmony with Nature, 11 both of 
which were :published in 1849·,: aJ3 illustrative of the problem Arnold·: 
faced. Qn on·e han.d_,. Arnold was concer11-ed· with showing that a 
"g.~neral. law·''· existed for man, in w·hlch ·case Nature was 11·centered 
.i·n. ~ maJestic unity" (Written in Butler's Sermons," 1_ .• 8) .•. On the 
:other h·p.n_q, man. is bound to exercise tl1e fr.ee: .c·hoice ·of-)1.is· wJll"" in 
}Jature·: an,d man can never be fast friends . . -.· ... -. . .-,- - . 
("In Harmony with Nature, " 1. 13} 
B,}' lea:vfrig two· suc::.b dissimilar poems side by side, Arnold snow$. hlm.-
s:elf not to. be ~ Jogi.c·al :Philosopher. F·or: .Arnold, both freedom and 
.restraint were t~u.e. .The "Mountains of Nec~ssfty" in "To A Republica-n 
Friend, c·.ontinlied": are no less real for hirri than: ,;To its own impulse . . . 
every creature· :stirs" in "Religious Is.olati:dh;." Many of Arnold's 
shorter Jlo.e11rs :stre·ss man's need to _a:c·c,~:pt· the reality ?f natural lc1w;: 
man is free. t9· ~.ct, ,but only in -c·onrorriiity tp the general law does h,e· 
have any opportunity to achieve wholeness and truth. 36 
We have glanced .'briefly at the orfgins of Arnold's doubt and 
considered a few of the ramifications of that doubt. 3? Let us consider 
_now the attempts by Arnold to reconcile the situation, to forge a 
philosophy of life by which to· guide himself, to find a satisfactory 
I 
11 
substitute for his lost faith. For there can be little doubt that Arnold's 
religious faith had been des.troyed or greatly weakened by science and 
the religious questioning of the age (cf. Lubell, above on page two) • 
This loss of faith has been observed by many scholars, including Paull 
F. Baum,, T:.S. Eliot, A.E. Dyson,·:·deorgeH. Ford, and Alfred William 
Benn. 38 Additional evidence may be seen in "Dover Beach, 
11 
"Stanzas 
from th·e Gr~nde Chartreus·e, 11 and "Empedocles on Etna 11 (if one sub-
scrfbe:s to the view that Empedocle:s is the spokesman for Arnold
3
~ .. 
. 
. 
Arnold himself tells ·us· in a letter, written sometime after S.eptert1·~ 
:·ber ,· .}.848, that ".h~ In.U$l :begin with an· Idea of the world :in order' not to 
be prevailed over by the world's multitudinousness • . • " 40 He was to 
try,: a=nd rej ... ect, :several altemat.i\res. before he struck on an "Idea"which 
·wats t.o· .shape the. couts.e of his lc1ter it£~~· 
:Two alternatives pres~r1ted them·.selv·es e:atly·=an:q. p·o$.e:a: .a: conflict 
far--:th.e: yot1..thful Arnold.: ~··:T·he ideal of serenity, of the pos·sessJon of 
:.one.rs own. s·pi.r1t .enters into conflict with the ideal of he.roic an.d· re.sport-· 
sfble ci:ctiort in '·Cromwell' . " 41 :.Ctomwell lost hims.e:lf in. vig:orou;s 
.a·c.tiVity.~ butth:is was to prove· i.n·.effectiv.e for A.r.nold,. te .. sult±n.g in·· a con-
:.flic'.t between a. li:.fe of :serene rne:tlitation. anq a·life, .of ,tc:t.ion. (one might 
b·e.rn·oan with. fa·ull.:F·. :a·a..u.m Arnold's tumlng to st::'..hool 'inspec·U.ng and 
journalistic controvetsies42 and maintain that A.mold did plp.nge hi.rt1self 
,../-!_ .... -·. 
,' 
i.rito :life's activity, blJ.t, as we shall see., this W~P ·a qqalifii~;d ·activity, 
.Part of the synthesis of: the two alternative-s) • ".Cromwell.:~. etids with a 
dedication to life ~ a life, "Mouldirt ..g· {ts~lf i_n ~ction, not i-n -word l " 
' (1. 222). But,. on the other hand, :this life possesses ''A heart that recl<.'d. 
not of the cour;i.tless dead. 11 (l. 2Z:5). S'eeing. the necessity for·restraint 
at1d teal_tzing .that. s.trch ·a: life, coQ:l·.d. not abide restraint, the youthful 
', ,''·'.~·.--.--,-•;,;i_::;?"".Ji.., 
., 
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Arnold could not accept the validity of a life of activity. 43 
In "Mycerinus" (1849) , Arnold reopened the question. Mycerinus, 
unable to expiain what is apparently evil, unable to find an intellectual 
answer for life, turns to a life of vigorous Epicureanism. The justice 
which he had seen in the world earlier had prohibited his indulging in 
sensual pleasures. That justice being gone, he rearranges his philosophy 
to embrace the revelry. But Mycerinus is not a sensualist; thus, the 
revelry is not satisfying. 44 Sometimes Mycerinus thought of death, 
but he "was calmed, ennobled, comforted, sustain'd." In spite of him-
self, "mirth quail'd not -~ ... • n:or eboed .•. nor withered." Mycerinus 
had found comfo~ where :i)e, tjitj ;not ~}{pect it. Baum refutes Tinker and 
Lowry, who believe that the meaning of the poem is not clear because 
the poet shows no disapproval of the a·bandoning of duty and ~eems ~Q 
sympathize with the revelry. 45 Baum thinks that they miss the point. 
Arnold is conce.med here rather with the idea that ·eac.h man must consult 
the laws .. of his own nature. According to ·E .. p.-H. Johnson, Arnold feels 
th:qt,. :although we have lost contact with our fell.ow man and -the tiniv-ers:e,: 
we st~ll have the pos·sib'ility of salva:tion1 wlthJn ourselves. Joh·nsort 
cite:s ·such phrases as: ":man':s one nature·,;, tlJe "soul well-kn.it.,." :an·'Q: 
"my nature'.s law" .a.-s revealing Arnold's cottc·t:ipt ·of e.qu·animity as the 
highecst achlevem~nt· of individual self~lntegration. For Arnold, self-
integration is: sa.Ivati:on. 46 Arnold doesn't approve of the life of 
revelry, but rather of the firmness and clearness of Choice. 47 
If becoming immersed in life is not the key f.or·which Arnold is 
s:.earching, perhaps becoming immersed in ·emotion is. Arnold's relation-
ship with Marguerite (whether fact or fiction) points up the attraction 
\." 
which a life of intensive feeling had for Arnold. But even this force iS: · 
·L 
_.,, 
··-.1 ,-1· 
I"' 
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not strong enough to hold him for long. As E.D.H. Johnson observes, 
Arnold's refusal to be limited by the sentiment of love is a theme running 
· throughout the Marguerite lyrics. 48 Consequently he renounces the 
world of passionate romance with Marguerite. In "Parting" (1852), he 
suggests the reason for his denial; he is aware of a difference in 
temperament between Marguerite and himself - "But a sea rolls between 
us" (1. 65). This recognition leads ultimately to withdrawal, for as 
Trilling points out, Marguerite II partakes of the spirit of the old pagan 
world • • • • [ She is] the symbol of a past and desirable way of 
feeling. • • " 49 Arnold and modern man lack her sufficiency, certainty, 
and spirit. Thus the relationship was destined to failure. 
- The mists are on the mountain hung, 
And Marguerite I shall see no more. 
("The Terrace at Berne," 11. 51-52) 
Baum suggests that the affair failed because neither party was suffi-
ciently moved. For Arnold a career of self-dedication to culture and 
seIVice was beckoning. His moral integrity, strength of Will an.d in--
tellect were too valuable to be surrendered to mere feeling. SO 
The effect of the relationship with Marguerite was a feeling of 
isolation - the idea that one individual cannot communicate with an-
.,. 
other in the deeper sensibilities. When communication fails, every man 
in effect becon1es an island. 51 
Yes! in the sea of life enisled, 
With echoing straits between us thrown, 
Dotting the _shoreless watery wild, 
We mortal millions live alone. 
("To Marguerite - Continued, 11 11. 1-4) 
·Man strives to overcome the feeling of estrangement, of separa.tion, 
but meets with little success 
14 
• • • fain 
Would these arms reach to clasp thee I 
But see I 'tis in vain. ("Parting," 11. 60-62) 
· The self-pitying52 poems of the Marguerite series, however,· 
are not merely poems of isolation. They are also poems of renunciation 
and self-dedication. Arnold turns back to the "sphered course" which 
the "rigorous teachers" of his youth had set for him. 53 "Arnold left 
Marguerite, for to do so was to approach his true self • • • • Arnold 
turns to work and to objectivity • • . [ but] he is not yet the man who 
is to seem to so many the prophet of the 'classic' and mannerly 
.life . 11 54 • • • 
In Arnold's view of things, neither love nor a life of violent ac-
tivity was the answer he sought. Arnold, as we shall see, experimented 
with still another alternative - withdrawal. Persuaded of the obligation 
to fasten on absolute.ethical values through self-knowledge fixed above 
the flux of the Victorian Zeitgeist, 55 Arnold turned to the aloof and 
permanent repose of Obermann. 
The glow, he cries, the thrill of life, 
Where, where do these abound? -
Not in the world, not in the strife 
Of men, shall they be found. ("Obermann'' 11. 97-100) 
If a life of activity is not the answer, perhaps a life of Solitude and 
meditation is. 
He only lives with the world's life, 
Who hath renounced his own. (11.103-104): 
But Arnold cannot remain with Obermann too long; his s.en·s.:e of. re'.:$:pon-. 
sibiltty to the world is too great. 56 
There are two aspects of Arnold's ·attitude toward Obermann - one 
positive, the other negative. On the one hand Arnold is attracted by 
solitude as a means of retaining his individuality, of obtaining self-: 
,, 
1:5 
knowledge, and of obtaining self-dependence. Solitude on the positive 
side becomes a source of strength, a state to be cultivated, a way of 
seeing life steadily and whole. On the other hand, solitude by its very 
nature induces isolation and we have seen with what feelings Arnold 
viewed isolation. Isolation separates, estranges, and is somehow un-
natural. In its negative· aspects solitude repelled Arnold, who felt it 
wc:1s -something to be bewailed. Solitude was inhuman, cold, and 
,:div.-orced from humanity. We have menti_oned earlier Arnold's sense of 
obligation to the world. For him, solitude could not be a satisfactory 
answer. 57 In "Rugby Chapel" (1857) we find that it ts: not enough to 
save ones·(3lf. - the noble> man is one.:who pulls others· through to the 
.Heavenly :Q._ity. 
Sadly we answer: We bring 
Only ourselves! ("Rugby c·h~i:pei,. 11 11:. 1.:1·7 ~-I lH): 
• • • 
But thou would I st not alone 
Be saved, my father! (ll.12-4,...;·t2.5} 
• • • 
Y~s l I believe that there llve·d 
Others like thee in the pa-st, (11.-153_-1.54): 
• • • 
• . •. souls temper'd with fire, 
Fervent, heroic, and good, 
Helpers and friends of mankj_nd., :(11.159-161) 
At the. same time as Arnold_ separated hims:.e.lf from Marguerite (poetry and 
:pa:s:sion), ha.separated him_self from Obermann (solitude and contemplation~ 58 
Arnold was cognizant, too, of other dangers in a life of solitary 
l contemplation. Although- we. cannot: };)e certain that Empedocles repre.serits 
Arnold himself, many of the dile.mma.s which plagued Arnold also puzzled 
Empedocles - "skepticism of ·an-y ·ultimate truth.s, the search for some 
constructive outlook that can give one '.the c·ourage to be, ·1 the. distaste 
{ f.or :-a· ~s_o_ctety that seems devoid of ~.-qral values, the acute. self-conscious-... f •. 
.·,. 
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ness, the,' sense of isolation and loneliness, the suspicion of pure 
,' I )r 
intellectualisn1, the desire for a wholeness in which the total personality 
may be alive and active, above all, perhaps, the nostalgia • . • for a 
lost world of youth and peace and simplicity. 1159 Pertinent to our dis-
cussion here are "the acute selfLconsciousness" and 11 pure intellec-
tualism, 11 for Empedocles is a victim of the tyranny of thoUght-.-
Empedocles urges us to ".niir.s.e no extravagant hope" (1. 4-25), ·11:ou't 
moderate desire" (1. 3:8·.6}. He tells Pausanias to accept life on its 
terms in order to confrorit·existence with fearless dignity, but 
Empedocle$ ca.nnot follow thi.s advlce himself. 60 He is weary of men, 
him.self, and ·h~s. ,mi,nd.: Pur.~.int.elle.ct ·alohe· h·a:s brought nihitisnr; 
wi.sdom without faith qan gq no farther. 61 Elnpedocles hurls himself 
into the crater~. ,b.i1t·h .. e. has really J~ee:ri. con.s.umed before the .crater· 
claims him. - .cotts:ume:d :by ... ·a.tld s:elf--con.sciousness :and restle:ss 
speculation. 62 He dies a n1artyr to the oppression· of thought, So 
long:. ·as :Em.p.edoc1e:s ·was. not all intellect:.,. st> long a.s ,he :tetain.ed .. 
bt~t.when it1tellecl corts:umes everything, wh~ri ·EJtlpe·d.ocles: bEfc·orne:s 
l f . 'h. · ·1··1· . 1 · · 6 3 the ~· ,.qV·e.: o/· thoug ... t, .,r : .. is · :o.s:t. · 
.. E.mpedocle s' s.~icid.e .is q .forin: ·o:t· s.cJ.lv:atfon :acciotding· to Pa.ull .p:,. 
:Ba.:u·rn), f.or in.th.i.s .w,ry '.he c·a·h. return to· the world ·and perhaps conqu~r· 
,thought as well as sen·se .• ·G·4 "The act is don·e in ecstasy and i$. as :it 
were, the affirmation of. h .. tJ~lq;n. desires by merging with the All and 
mingling with the el~ine'nts·,: much as the devotee of the Bhagavad Gita 
·desired absorption fn. the All. ,.·G:s 
Whether or not Empedocles died in triumph, the poe~ revealed 
to Arnold the depths to w·hich thought might bring him --- to remain in 
self-commiseration w:a.s. suicide. 66 Arnold has reached a dead e.nd.-; 
f',: 
\·i' (.,,,_-,. 
0 
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the limit of philosophical speculation. Now he must come back to life 
and nineteenth-century reality. 67 Empedocles, having decided that the 
only course of action open to him was complete withdrawal or suicide 
(he cannot return to the world of men) , had abandoned contemplation 
and acted and died. Arnold is to relinquish solitary contemplation and: 
I · 68 
~ct .and live. 
. 
... Empedocles su·gge:Sted, tl1a.t ·one might evade ·urtha_ppin~s:s ,by' e·s:c:a_p:-· 
.ing into the self, but ,a.s· tli:e __ poem demonstrates, ,this d.oe:s riot work. 
Arnold realized that part .o.f :Enrp_edocles •· despair·was th.at he ·c-ould not 
endure the social world; "he has lost comrnunityWith his fellc>W men.n,69 
Perha_ps .Empe_docles :di-d ach.ieve i:l form of salvation 1n bfs. s.-utctd:e .. ~ :This 
.... 
was :not to ·be :thl9 path:· for Arno.Id to follow. He cht)$e .instead tci try to 
:r~gain .communion with man... _.Only· the poetry of life could save him from 
h f f E d 1 70 .. , . . . . ·t e ete o ·mpe ·. oc es. · · Arnold had found an answer to his problem. 
How was one to cope with li:fe? Neither ,by, furious activity nor solitary .. 
conternp.l&tion, but by a fusion or s:}1nth:es:is of the tw.g. .f.l~npeforth, 
Arnold was to be in the world but -not .of :Jt.. "'~:T·he_: gre·,at truth that Jm).olo 
is: now to keep ever before him and to c.fe.velo·p: w.ith· itrcre·asing explicit~ 
r1e.ss. i.s that all hµman values, all human emotions,, .-are· of ·social growth 
.ff ·not of social origin. ··1171 ·w:hqt ·he .has learri:e:d -is: thc)t he InU$t merge 
·wit_h ''"the general life .. ''· 
the general life is the human and natural life not of the individual 
alone··,. ·but of the whole universe; approaching i~ means abandoning the 
. . l 72 :;ro.mantlc striving s~ f. Perhaps t_his is the salvation Empedocle:s 
·' 
receives; by committing suici.de, he abandons him-self to. merge w.lt.·h 
the general life, al though ih a far different fashion from the methqd 
Arnold chose. Arnol~l ·h..ad s·\1ggested in "Resignation II that :th.e, life: .. of· 
~-
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a romantic adventurer was far less admirable than the life of a poet who 
"Subdues that energy to scan/Not his own course, but that of man" 
("Resignation," 11.146-147). In other words the poet was to identify 
himself closely with the general life. to have a loving, non-personal 
·,ti 
vision of the world and in doing so, lose his self. Such was the course 
which suggested itself to Arnold. 
But "the rejection of the roma::ntJG ·per$onality which 'Resignation' 
.had mad~ ls .not too easily completed • .,73 ·• .Arnold cannot withdraw to a 
1.ffe- of is-olated contemplation. A.1:though. the s-elf-regarding, self-pri.zlrtg, 
s·oul is important, activity .in t_he w·qrl-"d: .of men is also necessary. Arnold 
continued to waver, seel<tng- a :synth:_ests .of the:·two types of life. What 
Arnold was searching f.or w·a;s :pea'ce: ·attd. hea1th,. the. "emancipation both 
from-. m·elan.ch.oly :anti' ·from thi.e d·e sire for rorna.rtti.c .violen.c,e. [ p·a s siona te 
.itJv.oivem.ent·-.In -"the· world]. He wants the activity· of wh·at he called 
:qu.iet:work, an-q_ br- co.n:.sci.ously manipulating: hi:s p~rson·ality and career 
he gets What he wants • 1174 
.. Yet Arnold never :r~ally acquires the: ·peace ·he desir~_,s:.. Wh_a't: 
emerges from his long struggle is calm,. :not j:d)i.. ':It::_had :be.erJ a dtff.icult: 
struggle and a ·worthwhile one, but 
Calm' s not life's crown, though calm i§. well. 
'Tis all perhaps which man acquires, 
But 'tis not what our youth desires. 
("Youth and Calm," 11. 23-25) 
Arnold, in a_ddition, cannot hetp wondering if,: _b_y consciously 
manipulating his life, he has made the right choice." :• •. Arnold 
always carried this doubt of fulfilment, this question of a life that he.·~ 
or the world - has wrongly buried. Under the ice that ·}:las three parts 
covered: him. "flows the stream of a hidden life • -. -,. No writer of his 
19 
time - except perhaps Emerson - understood in terms as clear and 
straightforward as Arnold's this psychological phenomenon of the dis-
tortion of purpose and self and the assumption of a manner to meet the 
world. 117 5 
I· 
We have considered so.farln this paper Arnold's loss of faith,. 
-±ts concomitant effect on him,. J1Js· ,s.Ul)sequent attempts at finding a 
compromise or :su-bsti.tUtion for tl1at ·tai_th, and his arrival, after a lon·g, 
arduous strug:g"l_e, :c~.t: his decision to be in the world, but. not of .it. In 
-
. ·-
.. 
a sense,. i.•Ari)Old'' s ·poetic world may be conceived a.:S· :a n1story . . . 
an .. e:ttdl.tttlGti: :!rom one: world to another. . . . .. 7 6 Earlier w.e saw Arnold 
W;andering between two worlds, one dead, 
'the· ·othe.r powerless to be born, ("Stanzas 
from the Grand Chartreuse" 11. 85-86): 
·The fpr.m~.r w.orl"d may be characterized by the w,ord "Joy. :'-'· :B.tft :as we· 
:ha .. ve se:en., Arn·olq ha:d los,t that lo:y., .His .fors=a'ken faith :had·: .shown' 
Ar.nold-:that the earlier loy hac:i ·be:en: c.loak:ed fn. a veil of divine illµ~Jo.n. 
Becau·se ,a :n:e.w J·:oy wa-s temporarily ·''·_pqw~:rless·to be born,·" Arnold had 
.·· to content himself with Calm, a kind of artificial Joy. 77 :ae diQ. not, 
})owe.vet, lose sf_ght of the new worlq of Jo.y. 
1ip·berro&nn o·nce More 11 { l B6'.Sl ., written sev.ent:een. year'.$:: a:fter 
'
1i·$tan:za~. i11 .. M:~'ln.ory of the Auth·or of 'Obermann 1 , '' gives u:s s:ome. idet\ 
of the world ~o· which Arnold looke:d forward, although th·~: -poem:. i.s: 
imprecise, giving little detail, ancl having little implicaUon.7 8 It 
•. 
~ 
belongs to the late. 60'-~,. a ·period of hope and Joy for Arnold W:h:.e·n. 
oppression seemed to be giving way and problems were being solved. 79 
Repudiating the .. d.efeatis:in. of the earlier Obermann- poem,, Arnold is 
melioristic, if not optirnistic in the later poem. &O His hope is that a 
.. 
truer anp stronger faith w.ill arl.se .. , '·i(jp~ ·c;:=9rni;non wave of thought and 
-·-,--········-······ . 
\ 
I' 
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. 
joy /Lifting 1nankind again!" (11. 3 23-3 24). The world will be reborn, 
or perhaps we should say a new world will appear. 
"And see! the sun is risen! 
He breaks the winter of the past; 
A green, new earth appears. 
Millions, whose life in ice lay fast, 
. . 
Have thoughts, and smiles, and tears •11 (11. 2.84-288) 
The light is indeed not clear nor is the substance of faith firm, 81 but 
::tb~.re: i.s hope. Arnold like his Scholar Gipsy will wait _patiently -for the 
''spark of heaven II to fall. There is perhaps more resig-nation than con--
ten tment in the poem, .. but. as E. K. Cham·bers points out, Arnold finds 
more than mere: a-.cceptanci;; rather he fin.ds the spirit of m·orality suf--
fused by emotion. ·wna_t he. fin,ds: "is ~'les.s than joy, more thart. 
. t· . ,,·sz· re s1gna 10n. ·.·. · · .· 
Although Arnol.d'·s. vl:sJon Jn ..,01J.ermgt1n On-:.ce .More" did: n-o.t prev.:~Ill 
.depression from entering his r:hind, 83 it revealed to Arnold what his r'ole 
in life was to be.. ·H:e: -felt .it n;eces·,saty· to propagate: this ·vision, to help 
this world to be reborn. Arnold is to become: a. pro·phet, filled with a 
n1e.-ssage of: destiny ~nd :duty ano tne new t111th. 8·4 _He tµms to what he 
. ; . . 
has been accused of -in much: ·of his p_oetcy -~·· prea·ching, but this time 
he will choose the medium of prose as a mote appropriate v:el1.lcle·. :In 
periods between creativity (or between two ,w,orlds) , he will give cur-
rency to the best that has been thought and. said and will provid:e: the 
impetus for a new and better world. 85 His poetic world has thu.-s as-: 
sumed "the form of loss, endurance, .and: recdvery; of death,_ sorrow}il 
and rebirth . . • 1186 
We can hardly conc-lt1d:e a study of Arnold• s doubt without taking 
Into consideration the Stoicism to which he turned for refuge time after 
time.. It appears that his Stoicism also followed a pattern similar to 
21 
the progression of his doubt. The "Strayed Reveller" volume (1849) in-
dicates that Arnold was not a very robust Stoic, for the tone of the 
volume is more acquiescent than happy. After his rejection of a life of 
·emotion and the later comfort of his marriage, the troublings of his 
spirit subside, and he takes a more positive attitude to what can be 
done, as we have seen. 87 Like his own Oxus, Arnold goes through a 
,period: of ttrrbulence, finally .m:er9ing himself in the Gen-eral Life. 
W:e see early evidenc:e· c>"fthe position Arnold sought in "Restgn·ation." 
]3aum pqlnts out that there :are. three types of people in ".Resignation'' -
1.- '.Those :vih·o set th_ems~.:tv~.s t~_s·ks to perform and endure an:y-· difficulty 
to .. ac,hte\1._e: ultimately -s·uc-:c·ess: and: :repose, but would not repeat. their 
.e{{o.rt.s,. 2-.. Thos'.e.·Who::ate les-:s :ambitious and because they- are. :re~ 
:stgn-e.cl.,or· J:ia·ve· freed. their m.ln·ds of a-mbitic,n:, as·k le:ss .of: life·, ·3 •. T·h.e" 
p.,::>"et w:ho rtses $u·p·etfor to m,anklnd :be.ca.us-e :h_e- acc.epts th.e ·obstacles 
fot What they are by not permitting himsE:!lf to be involved. 88 Arnold, 
:at .. this time._, is: a.p:parently like: the s.(ec:o:p.d type of: .people. -- :l)is _path 
•' . ·. . 
ls- .orte. ,of pa.s:si"ve· acce.ptan·ce.. '.L·ater, hoWe\rer, he -ntake-~ his decision. 
't:O pe Jn the- w.orlct·, -but n:ot of it and his resignation takes on a diffetertt 
'C'.oi9r •. 8·9 JP. :his- later life we see Arnold as a "Chtfstian Stoic," whose. 
:me·s::s:·ag::.e.·qflife was duty. 9° F.L. Lu:cgs Jin:d._s. t.ha:t.. th~ victory ofStolois:m 
mak.e"-'s Attrold somewhat bleak -arid states that .i.t is· ·.n.·ot so sensible to be· . . - - . . . ·- - . ' . . . . . 
. so.: s-a:_dly wise. 91 Ye:t :for-Arn.old- no other -course would suffice. His .owt1 
:W·qrd$ .for Marcus Aureliq:s :_in Essays in Criticism might well refer to 
Arnold himself -- 'We see him wise, just, self-governed, tender, th:~1;1k.-'. 
ful, blameless.; yet with all this~ .agitated_, .. stretching._ out his arms to· 
th . b ... d ,,92 .·some 1ng eyon · • • • • · · · 
,. 
:··h .. f. 
:i 
II. ARNOLD'S USE OF WATER IMAGERY 
In tracing the progress of Arnold' s ske:ptic.i sm we have .(ilsc.ov\ered 
that certatxr changes in philoso.phical outlook accompanied his turning 
away from poetry to his .de'C~i.si.on to carry the battle forward in the medium 
of prose. ''The .philo.sop·hic dh.an·ge was a movement from a predominantly 
subject.ive vlew of tl1e w.o.rld to a predominantly objective view of the 
w.orld .. , ·.and .ft. s:eems· to :·have been accomplished by a deliberate prooe--Ss· 
of self-discipline. 111 Culler cites the Preface of 1853 as the tumigg 
Point in Arnold's ·critical development. In the Preface Arnold offer's tq .. 
the modern poet advice "directed to. one purpose, that of taking the 
attist out of himself and supjectin.9. :.hirn. to the :discipline of a great. e.x-
ternal fact or form. 1·1 This· .dis:clpline will .·s_av:e the poet from writing 
po~ms which are merely "an, e1I:egofy of the: :sta.te of one's own mind. ,,:z 
V:nfor.tunately, as .Cµller points out, this Weis rt.ot sound advice 
for At.n:old hirnsel.f. The poetry .he produced under the-s·e. principles, 
·u·B·ald·er D,eaq •i and "Merope, ,;. i,s: ci:mong the worsJ h~. ever wrote; and .a_s: 
.·culler: obse~es, ". • • every ~d po~_-rn 'th.at Arnold ever wrote is, in·· 
some degree' that object which he took .$1.lCh .-pa1n·s to repudiate, I an 
allegory of the state of his own mlncf.·• u·3 
Let us examine this "allegory" to see w~h images Arnold chose 
to embody "the state of his own mind·. " Even a c~rsory examination of 
\. . .....___ Arnold's poetry discloses two paramount, recurring images - the image 
of water and the image of the plain: and mountain. Both of them, as we 
shall see, tend .to, merge and c.ulminate in the philosophical position at 
I 
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w·hich Arnold arrived, after his "Sturm and Orang"-· pepod, when he made 
the decision to turn to prose. 
Howard Foster Lowry sees Arnold's passion for water as symbolic 
of Arnold's lucid mind and character, his love of simplicity, and his 
purity of thought and diction. 4 Arnold speaks of this passion in a letter 
to Clough in which he pictures himself as 11 • • .• one who look.s upon 
water as the Mediator between the inanimate and man. • • •. :.,.,S Signifi-
cantly Arnold sees water here not for its ability to c·hatm:_, bUt rather 
~ 
for its moral profundity-, for its ability to show the r'elatiohs:hip between 
man _a.n·d: nature. Stgnlficantly, too, Arnold's us:e· of the ·wal:er metaphor 
-ts n.ot :always .consistent (Arnold him.self pointed out the lack of consist-
:ency 1n hts p~)ems6 ar:id tn.e $ame rhay b.e s:aid of h:is metaphor) • Nqr is it 
:ea.:sy to· trace· the development and: cha:rtg:e. of ttna.g·es from poem to J>.oem 
1'.De·c_aus·(:f of the difficulty in the c.·hronoJogy of t.he· poern:;s. 
W .. Stacy John son atte:rrtpts t_9 :vfew the· rneta .. ph·o1: f.r9n1. th·e stan,di--
_po:i:nt ·of Arnold's publicatfoh dates·-. H·e feels. the date·s .. must ,b·e s·orrte--i 
.. . 
:I-I~ q·$sume,s that publicat;ion· ~t th.e s.ame time of .a nurilb~r of ·poems 
tak:fhg: similar attitudes re·pres·ertts. their author's feelin·gs· to= some extent. 
Ile': furth.er- assumes that ·sim-ulta:n:e:ous.· publi-ca.tion of; poem:s :embodying 
. . _. 
contradictory views indicates some uncertainty on th·e part ot the po~t._ 
With these assumption·$ Jn m_ind, J.ohnso_n ba.s_::e:s hi_s- ·rem·9-rks _on tne 
chronology of Arnold's publ-isl)ed work·s a_:r1d ·attempts- to indicate th.e· 
conflicts wJ1lch. a_pp.e.ar in the poetic tmag-ety as- it is developed and. 
altered:- _,.,.qe>~flic:ts· Which are never -firtally .s·olved but which und.erlie the. 
problems attacked by Arnold in other tetms ln ,hfs l:ater prose_, and which. 
give both his ptose. a·nd his po:etcy ·their di's'ti.rtc.tly· tn·o'd.e:rn. s·ense of ten:ston .. 
i 
I 
I 
t 
I I ~ 
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and uncertainty. "7 
The central conflict according to Johnson is between the concept 
of nature as being alien to man and the idea of nature as a force with 
which man can be integ:r~ted. The conflict is manifested in isolation -
both personal and ccJsifilc. For Arnold the sea represents all life, and 
thus the s .. eti:s:e of isolation is associated with water. Johnson finds that 
.An:rol.d tri~·d th:ree ,·ways to solve the .dichotomy between man and nature 
:an·d thus relieve the torment of is:ola.fion: .first..,. the traditional Christian 
dualism of spirit and nature; second:, ... s1rnple materialism; third, a syn-
thetic and pantheistic philosoph·y.. Al} tnrf=e views may b.e $ee·n ·1.n the: 
employment of the ... ·water image.: the firs~ two alternatives o.p.ptJse· hu:rr,i:q.n 
la.ncl to th~ natJ:Ira,l sea~ the third and a::PParently final alternative· (al.~ 
·thoug:.h:, as Jo·hn.son points. out, .rto:t totally satisfactory) unitefs both 
.human . .la:nd an.d: natural s.e~ ·fn:: a perfect sea of being, emb.ra.ctng .aJ1 
,conflict andc:evil, an·d .:uniting .st.ibJect and obj',ect •. 'rh~ progression, 
. 
.·. 
'th~n, rnirror$ .. :th·e J>.at-h v.re exa;mine:d earlier as.: Arnold .. :moves from a 
subjective view· of the ~orid to a IllOr~ :a:bj~.ctive :ytew:~ The water 
imagery is thus a s.:yrhbol of the ha.sic struggle .• ·B 
The traditional Christian view of the univers~ ia:,pp~qrs ea·riy Jn: 
"Written in Butler's: .Se;rrp..ons, " where humanity is one and: the· h·uman 
spirit rises: abq.ve the. :s.e·a· .of its surroundings. Man's nature ·:Ls 
C'.entered in a majestic unity; _ 
And rays her powers, lik·e sister-islands seen 
Or cluster'd peaks with plunging gulfs between 
Spanned by aerial arches all of gold, 
Whereo'er the chariot wheels of life are tolled 
In cloudy circ.les to eternity. (11. 8 - 14) 
But the image of the under-sea and heavenly unity are not:te:iterated·,. 
and the isolating sea becomes more important in Arnold's later poetty. 9 
The opposition of land and sea can be seen, says John son, in "The 
.Forsaken Merman." Johnson attributes the feeling of sadness peIVasive 
in the poem to the division in a man who cannot accept the sea alone or 
the land alone but wishes for both. 10 Water imagery, symbolizing the 
.n·atural world of flux and freedom, is in conflict with the land imagery, 
which is representative of the social and moral self. 11 In other words, 
:there is a conflict between the isolated natural self .an:d th'E? restrictive, 
co11.ventional s.ocial ,.anq.morc;ll $~If·. E.arlier we saw Arnold wrestling 
·wfth the problem· :of retaining: ··his .i.de.nti.ty, which seerp ..ed threatened by 
the .flux .of the.··vrctorlari. Age·.~ The. land and sea ima.gery of "The Forsak.e11 
Merman" ·dtatnat1c·a1ry· points ·u.p that conflict. 
"I:n Utrttmque Patatus'" :als:o .reveal:s the c.onfli.ct between the need 
for :i.r1ner· yq;lue::s. :an:d. the e:xperle:nce of the ·011fstde world. The theme of 
the fir.st th:re:e st.a.n:z9::s .,ls tha:f ·vlrtue lies in returning to the "all-pure 
foµnt.'i• ·~hro.ug.h, one· .. s. own. :stream of life. Such a course of action call~: 
for ·self.~relfah·ce .. ah.d. -:i.solatit>n from the imperfect and partial world of 
Al.o..-n:.e: the: .s.un· .q:rl:se .. s, qnd c1.1o·n:e. 
:spring the great :streams.. (11. 2:0--.. z.1): 
::B.t1t if :the: world is not of di.vine: orig.in., .m.an delu:.d=es an·d: iS'C:>1.Qt.e.s himself 
from his "brother-world" by thinking he is uillike it. 12 
Oh when most self-exalted, most alon·e, 
Chief dreamer, own thy dream ! 
Thy brother-world stirs at thy feet unknown.=:, 
Who hath a monarch's hath no brother .. s part·;· 
Yet doth thine inmost soul with yearning t~en1~ ti l .. 16·-40) 
When "life's stream." which ma.n. can remount to. find his· source is given ··µp 
for materialism, nature brings agony to hum&Ility. 13 Man yearns to be 
more than nature. Yet he cannot ·be .in.pre. th·an the world of which he is· ·~i: 
' 
. 
' 
·. 
. 
·_2,6: 
part. Hence simple materialism will not satisfy man's desires. 
The conflict between man and nature or between man and society 
produced in Arnold (as we saw in chapter one) a feeling of estrangement. 
This estrangement is also disclosed by means of water imagery. Arnold 
often pictures men as islands in an isolating sea. This image is em-
14 ployed in three ways. First, man,. may be an island as in "To Marguerite 
- Continued. " 
Yes! in the sea of life enisled, 
With echoing straits between us throwr1 
Dotting the shoreless watery wild, 
We mortal millions live alone. (11. 1--4) 
• • • 
A God, a God their severance ruled I 
And bade betwixt their shores to be 
The unplumb'd, salt, ·estranging sea. (11. -4_·2--24) 
In this case Arnold stresses tb.e s:e_paration of on-e :soul from another. 
Second,. man ma:y :be a ship. or :a ·v·oy.ager or· a driftwood spar moving on 
the. ri_Ver of. life as in "A Dream.,"· '''ftµrn_·an: .-L_jfe·,.·,., "The Terrace at Be_m·e, 11 
or '1A,:-:S·ummer Night. 11 Here, man is· more 11e~rly related to the outside 
w-orld as he moves with the river of time.,- but he is still e.stra-n.ged from 
external natur~. Third, man may- be a ·stre·an1 or river flowirig irito:the. 
sea as in "Sohrab and Rustum,11 :or- 0T-he F.uture·. ii :In "thi-s. µ.._se· of trr~- l-rna_g~ 
Arnold unites man and exte;rnal nature _by finding the :c-ulmin.atiop of human 
life in. th:e: sea of Life. Only· ·tn the third view :d_o.es· ma·n escape the tor-. . . . . 
rn_.ent of isolation·. Even th:i"s,. 'howe:ve{., is· .n_ot .to.tally -s.·a.tisfactory as 
we shall see. 
The crux -of th-e· :problem lay of course in flndinsr a cohesive methoc:l of 
unltin_g 11lan-and_:external nature. In "Self-Dep~n-dence," Arnold realiz:ed 
tha.·t -·he, mµ,st be like the sea ----": ·Re-solv.e to be thyse_lf; and know tha:t he_.,/ 
Who finds himself, loses his mis.ery·! 11 (ll.3.l.--32)-· .• Here isolation is· 
glorified. But in "A Summer :iji_g·h:t,·11 -m~n l_s fac .. ed with two altetnatlv.e-s ~ 
one is an imprisoned existence which cannot see beyond its island and 
only tries "to stem/The waves of mournful thought. 11 The second alter-
native is the defiant course of a willful mariner, opposed to nature, 
standing for an ideal beyond nature and ultimately being destroyed. 
Arnold asks 
Is there no life, but these alone ? 
Madman or slave:, must man be one? (1.I-.·-7-4:~:7·5) 
-ln :·~-P-.~w-:er, he sees 
A world above man'· s ·h.ead ,.- ·to le.t ntm. :s·ee 
How boundless might hts s·ou:r•·s. h··ortzons .be:,· 
How vast, yet of. w:hat ·c_lear trans·patencyl :(ll. 8:7-:8.~) 
]b:e.:re· :is:: hope -
How fai-t a :lot to fill 
I:s "left to ,~·a.ch man still ! ( 11 • 91-9 2} 
w.:ho-,. thoug·h· so -noble, ~ha.re· .in the world's to11; .. 
Apd." th·ough. so ta.s.k·' d.,. k.e.ep. free from dust antj :soi:1 l (1·1 /81-:8-2) 
are a. petma.neht inspiration fo rn.an, a 1~1od:~l for what man ·may become·~: 
th,e: _altertfative Arnold prop·o·se_.s_. t:o . .t_ne life of a madman or slave is a 
life of obedience to sea-nature, sil1.king tp its "mild deeps. ,, lS 
·Thls-. :s·C;lm_~ -idea, significantly--·btoade·ned( occurs. tn "The -Burl~g 
Llfe.:: 11 :r-Iuman lov·e seems not enough to break the human feelin:g. of 
is:olation_ although ''the same he-art beats in every human. Qf~~stl" (1. 23). 
"f:qr tha·twhich _:seals them [the· .h·eart and lips] hath b.een :,deep--ordain'd! 11 
(1~·29). Yet; though man's. true self is ·a ·llburied stream''· and fate bade 
:"the unreg arded river of o-µr lite ... be "indi scemible, " man rnay on :rQ.re 
occasions, through comniunica tion with a loved one, find the cqJm of th~t 
~: 
hidden nature, 
::· 
And then he thinks he knows 
The hills where his life rose, 
And the sea where it goes. (11. 96-98) 
=·.·2· ·a ..· . . . 
Johnson points out that here for the first time Arnold relates human love 
to life; and here man's stream is given an ideal culmination and goal in 
the sea of (peaceful) existence; rather than being depicted as an island, 
,man is given a way of return,: a way to be united with external nature, 
through love. 
• • .• a .lost pulse of feelirig ~tirs again. '(1. a:s} 
• • • 
A man becomes aware of his life's flow 
And hears its winding murmur; and he sees 
The meadows where it glides, the sun, the breeze. (11. 88-90) 
As he thinks he knows his place in nature, 
. • . there arrives -a lull in the· hot. tace· (l .: 9': I):: 
•· . . 
An 'air of coolness ·plays .upon his fa.c~ .• 
. .A.n.d an unwonted calm pervad.e·s h'is: b.recfSt. (11,..;94_-.. SlS.).: 
John:$0.n .. observes that Arnold {s :m-a·ktrtg an attempt to :recons,truct bµma·n 
-va1u·e:s :and satisfy human desire on the basis of the f~.ith· he :has declared. 
:The reality of nature· ±::s the criterion even of moral action. Johnson offers 
:a.·.s s.upp_ort ''.Progre,ss·," "The Youth of N·ature·t ... a-n.a: ".-The· ·youth of Man, " 
all of which. se:e:m to b.e- $ayin<) the: sam:e th.l.ng:-.. ln. ·'·'·The Youth of Man, 11 
$-ink,· 0 youth,~ :in thy· st,ul l 
Y:earn to the greatness of Nature; 
Rally the goo.din the a=epths of thys.eff'!: :(ll~ 116-.118) 
Appat.ently human qualities have now entere(;l into th.e, larger Natute -
beauty, emotion, a.nd=warmth - givll)g it some right to be called-divfr1e., 
In "The Yo.uth- of. Nature, 11 Arn·ol-d mourrts the de·ath of W.e>fQ$~ortn., 
Nature is fresh as of old, 
Is lovely; a mortal 'is dead. (Il. ll~-12) 
The qualities of nature which Wordsworth has unlocked for all men do not 
lie only in Wordsworth himself; they reside in nature itself. 
• • . they are set in the world, . 
They abide; and the finest of souls 
Hath not been thrill' d by them all, 
Nor the dullest been dead to them quite· .. 
The poet who sings them may die, 
But they are immortal and live, 
For they are the life of the world. (11.80-86) 
In "Progress, " says Johnson, Arnold suggests the relationship be-
tween humanity and the· external world (both one JIJ. ·a .l&rger unity}. The 
Unseen Power, whether Nature or God, insists upon ·mt>ral concerns. 
'Bright else and fast the stream of life may roll,. 
And no man may the other's hurt behold; 
Yet each will have one anguish - his own ~oul 
Which perishes of cold.' 
Ey.~n i:$'O.latlon can be ·overcome: in a: .brotherhood. de.inanded by s-uc:h,:a. 
. . hum:an}ze.·ct· ;scheme.: J-.ohh:s·on finds. a similar expres,sion of thi.s. vlew 
frt the river theme of "The: Future· •. ·1116 
A wanderer is man from his ·birth:., 
He was born in a ship. (. ··· · .. 
On the breast of the r1.ver of Time. (11. 1~3} 
:History i~ J1is river, and although he is now in the rni.dst ·of ·tJ1e: pla{n:-, 
. • . draws to the Oc.ect.n • • • (1~·81): 
• • • 
As the pale waste widens around him,. 
As the banks fade dimmer away, 
As the stars come out, and ~he night-wind·, 
Brings up the stream 
Murmurs and scents of the infinite sea. (ll-.;83--81) 
Henry Charles Duffin has suggested that, for Arnold, the s·ea. may stand 
for death or (more to the point, here) eternity. 17 Apparently -man, in 
Arnold's view, does not gain repose through consideration of his own 
life stream, but ratp~~ through merging with the whole universe in all. 
eternity. J 
I 
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We saw in chapter one Arnold's progression from loss, through 
estrangement, to a merging with the General Life. The progression of 
his imagery appears to follow the same pattern. He relinquishes the 
traditional Christian dualism of spirit and nature, is estranged, and 
resigns himself to the universe as it appears to be (predicated on pure 
materialism), but is brought back to life through his concern for human 
values as his :.concept of the universe widens to include both spirit and 
nature merg.ing -in the great sea of Life. 
In "Ctomwell, " which marks the firs.t. a:p.p:eara.nce of the sea image, 
Arnold had pictured the sea as the cradle of freedom. In his later view 
the sea fs:· i.ronically the. cradle of freedom because one is submerged in 
it~ :P.'or ln: mer9tn_g with, the sea-nature, m.an loses his self - the con~-
. . . . . . . 
·s.ctotls"I1ess· which has :kept him from attaining the peac~ -he de.$.ite.:-s. 
·T.his i:s the problem which Empedocles had been unable. to solve . 
. E:m.pedqcles. conf~sses "Man's mee.-sures cannot mete the immeasurable 
All'' {1.-3:41) .. He .is lost in the "·stifling veils" the .~glJ sense impos.es·_. 
And we might gladly share the fruitful s:tit 
Down in our mother earth's miraculous -womb; 
Well would it be 
With what roll 'd of us in the stormy main; 
We might have joy, b.lent with the all-bathing air., 
Or with the nimble, radiant life of fire. 
But mind, but thought -
If these have been the master part of us -
Where will they find their parent element? 
What will receive them, who will call them home·?· 
(Act II, 11. 33 9-348) 
'f.he error is. created by himself; he ·mcllces "the mists/Throug.h whjch:to 
··. 
see less cl.ear. '·' The "unplti·mb''d, s:alt., estranging sea II of ''To 
. . . 
Marguerite ~- :Continued II then is· ''t-n.e.s-s." What Empedocles.: could.:.tiot 
. _ - ~-. = .-a.~- , ~- 4 *"""11 ·~ .. ..-- -- ., - ,.~ ·.;..i.-. - r, ~-~~~..,. ,--• ,...; i-., ~·J:-, -." ,, -
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do was find the hidden river in his own breast, the Buried Life which 
would lead-to his immersion in the general life. Arnold is able to escape 
Empedocles' fate by adopting his synthetic Pantheistic belief. Paradox-
ically he saves his self by losing it. 
But as we said earlier, Arnold's solution (o the problem was not 
-G:ompletely satisfactory. Indeed Arnold's early anguish did give way te> 
:calm g.$ b.is 'Concept of nature broadened to h_av.e p~ture include human 
-valµ$s:._. Un·c~rta::inty, however, crept into two later poems - "Obermann 
·. . . . . . . 18 · .... · :On.·ce More" and "D·over Beach. " In "Dover B.each" ·w-e s.ee the Sea of 
Faith retreating and the world as having no joy, n·o l:ove., n·o light ""'"!"'" -no. 
peace. Johnson feels t.h._at Arnold denies here his faith in human nature-
- . . . 
in~.li.fe_-r Arnold's :p.ri-me concern -ts n:ian, not the life _ihto wh:i:ch he was • • • • • < 
• 
• • 
born - the lovers,. not :the. se:a •. ·1_ov·e i:s the. ·onJ-y co_n:'.s·.o·latioh for bewil-
·dered man. Tl:le- pos_sibility which was, .denieci .in· .,iThe Terra.ce at Be.rne:i• 
is the only hope:. Ar:nold feels too dee_pl.y to: ·allow his PantbeJp:m to .re·=-
:_solve th.e confli.ct. 
111- •iQbermann Once_ -M-ore __ ;. )•: Johnson. ftn=qs Jhe: t.n.e.rn.e ·-of .-i.solation 
again. Mingled with the isolatlor1, how,ev:e-r·_, i:s--hope-_. Alth·ou·g:h: Chri:s-· 
tianity is dead and revolution ,haS' still left man isolated., .Arnold. believes_ 
the world will find ltself. Chatacte'r:istically he envl?~Qn.s this hope in 
te.rrrts of the water meta_phor .-
·But. 
:ii I 
"The sun shone in the new-wash 'd sky, 
And what from heaven saw he? 
Blocks of the past; like icebergs high, 
Float on a rolling sea!" (11.209-212) 
'' • -•. : •. tl1e: :sun: i.s risen·l · .. ' . . . . . . . . .- : · .. : •. -.. .. · .. -_ . . . . . . . 
I 
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"He breaks the winter of the past;~ 
A green, new earth appears. ·1 
Millions, whose life in ice lay fast, 
Have thoughts, and smiles, and tears. 11 (11. 284-288) 
What will save the world? 
11 0ne common wave of thought and joy 
Lifting mankind again! 11 (11. 323-324) 
Only in this way can isolation be overcome - the life of man, the stream, 
and the life of the world, the sea, must become one. What the world 
needs is a revivifying fl_oo·d_, a .:pew--·fai-th w:h-ich Will be a Sea of Life, a 
symbol for imagination.; a f=fy.-rn:bol of some; ade_qu·at.e source and ground 
for human existence. l_-S 
In Arnold I s final. po.:sition, then, we s:ee· that the ,·dfchotomy between 
rna-n .and nature may be re'solved if man_, the :Slrea·m-,. ca-n merge with 
n··a:ture, the sea. Kathlee-n Tillotson sugg-es:ts that: -the: ·pr:obl-.em: -l:n ''T.o 
:Ma.rgu~ri_t~ -- Gontinued 11 .is th·at man·,: ·the: Island: (the: p_a_rt, th~ Many) ,·. 
L$. :sep·arated from God {or Nature) ,· the continent (the whole,. the One)_; 
the creature is separated from th~ Cr!aafor. 20 What Arnold de:sites in 
'the·se. terms Js· -of course a fu_sion of" the .i.sla,nds again in one.:_ :Slngle 
c·ontinent. La.ter- w~ shall s~:e how· Am-old Ju.xta·pos.es l:and ~n_c1 -,~e·q; 
.imµ(;J"e:ry: to Jndic·ate his final position_ •. 
Th-e epitoni"e of Arnold• s e·mpl:oyment ,pf ~be- watet imagery may_. be: 
found in the Oxus passage at. the conclusion of J'Sohrab and Rustum. " 
Indeed it may be the noblest symbol of Arnold's own lif~. 
21 Carleton 
Stanley finds the passag·e ·the subtlest and grandest use of Arnold's 
peculiar metaphor, in '·'the lik·ening of an individual life and human 
experience at large to a great river, eager and tumultuous in youth, 
majestic in middle course, at·. the end resignedly and even gladly :znergl:ng 
itselfi-ninfinite tides., 22 We can easily see how apposite this is·to: 
-- " '11'11,,11 _,._,, ,.~~.,, .. ·.-.~, '-,-~ .. __ ,..,.,~,, •••• . . ,._~---"'·"·• , .... 
_,_.....__._~---~ ... ,_ 
I. 
Arnold himself. We have seen him as .a '1£-olt'_d· ci,rc·uitous wanderer" 
who after many struggles finds that 
His luminous home of waters opens, bright 
And tranquil, from whose floor the new-bathed stars 
Emerge, and shine upon the Aral Sea. 11 (11.890-892} 
33 
The sea of Life here has obvious overtones of Death (cf. Duffin, 
:above). The imagery makes ·the death of Sohrab a glorious event, even 
a, consummation. The se,a also suggests peac_e and the inevitable, 23 
concomitant with th:e mysterious, the infinite, the impenetrable. 24 
Arnold uses running water to sym-bolize human existence under its· 
temporal aspects:, 25 When it merges with the sea, turmoi.1 .cea·ses, 
and peace and: fulfillment are att.aine:d . 
..... 
.Ill .• · THE IMAGE OF LAND 
In chapter one we examined Arnold's tendency to take an increas-
ingly more objective view of the world; with his traditional religious 
faith destroyed he found it imperative to substitute an idea of the world 
which could bring him some degree of Stoic, calm, :if. not of joy .. In 
,c·:ha·pt~r tw·o we have discussed Arnold's employrtterit of water irh·ag.ery 
to :embody ·h_fs conflict and to reveal his later philosophical pos.itlon· ... 
In chapter three we will see, I believe, th·at Arnold has utilized l:a·n,d· 
imagery to embellish his poetic thoug.-Mt and to clarify his .. oo.smic view. 
The ideal land.scape for Arnold rn·ay perh·aps· best be se.en i1;1 tb.e 
,s:on~: •Q.f ·ca11lcles at the be.ginning of "Empedocles on Etna. '" In··the 
qpening lines, Ca]licles sketches Etna as it appears to him iri the 
:early· ·tnorhihg·.. Characteristically he is not at the peak of the m·ountalrt, 
l;ut ·s·.pi:faks to us from a .middle ground somewhere between th~ pea-k ar1d 
.the ··vti,lley ·below. He .h·as significantly not reached the ·austerity of ·the.: 
:summtt, nor le.ft -c·ompletely the haunts of men in the .low·er=.valley._ T.he: 
landscape as tre :view.s it :seems ;p:oi.sed oetwe.'.en ·balanced force·.s;, :no 
extremes are to be found. 1 Hi:;; position is sheltered, but neither dark 
nor shut.tn·. ·The country is.;·peaceful, but not completely quiet. 
The mules must be below, far down. I hear 
Their tinkling bells, mix'd with the song 
of birds, 
Rise faintly to me • . . (Act I, Sc. l, 11. 27 ~-2:9) 
The land is :.ne'i-thE?r completely in sunlight nor completely tn darkness. 
'·'· .. ' 
• • • the sun 
Is shining on the brilliant mountain-crests, 
And on the highest pines; but farther down, 
Here in the valley, is in shade ... (11.9-12) 
As Callicles sees it, the landscape contains no extremes of heat or 
cold, barrenness or luxuriance, height or depth, noise or silence. 
Rather it is cool and pleasant, a sce;ne to which he .hcl.s_ escaped from 
the hot night (1.36) and the enervating feast (1.37). Indeed it is so 
satisfying that it induces him to ask, "What mortal could be -sick or 
sorry here? ·11· (1. 20) • Arnold would certainly have rep_lie:d .. , 11 No mortal," 
for symbolically, as we shall see, the s:cene. w.hich appears :to Callicles 
represents for Arnolcl a p.osltion w.bic .. h he.· .s-:ought :quite avidly·. 
In v"ie.wlrtg th-e fdeal landscape, .however, we must. n·ot ·a.s sume 
. . . 
tha:t. it w.a.s .orte which. was ea..sily re.acJ:1~0 :(nqr w.hi.oh- ·was ~:nt±;rely 
=sati sfactoty). El:sewh·ere Arnold depicts a iands·.cape:: that is: for him, 
fgr less ideal (much lik.e so'.me .. a.spects· of the. sea we examined in cha.p-
t~:r two). Although Gallicles -rests on a mt:dpofnt b.etw'een extremes,· 
Arhqld has not neglected: con.siderqtlon, ·of these e~tremes. Throughout 
·hts poetry he makes many allu$.ion:$ to th:$ ·pla.Jn or valley .-an.ct ·to tn:e 
summit of his mountafns. Furth·emiore, w-e will fi-r1:d.:, t belt~v·e, that.. 
Arnold employs thes.e irrtag_e.s. to in·dfcate certalrt states of ·m:tnd. which 
we saw _in- ch_a_p_te.r-s: ·one: ·and: two_.., 
Let us, con.sld~r fir~t the mo11nt~~n &.-s :a symbol. In- :their ne:g:a:tivEf 
aspects the mountain peaks· resemble the sea we discussed earlfer 9: Xn: 
"Parting" the mountains are s·een a.s. a "'cold, distant barrier" (1.11),, :as 
"ice-cumber'd gorges,/The va.st seas of :S=now" (1. 27). They have "No· 
.life. but, at moments,/The mountain-bee'~ l1um" fll. 55-56). As Paull 
.\ 
:F. Baum points out, the mountains herk'.ate. a symbol of romantic solitude 
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opposed to Arnold's love for Marguerite. 2 In contrast with the heat and 
vitality of Arnold's love, the mountains are cold, ice-covered, and life-
less. Like the sea, the mountains suggest isolation and alienation from 
the world of men. In loving Marguerite, Arnold has temporarily forsaken 
the austere pinnacle of his mountain; love failing, he must return to his 
loneliness. 
Farewell ! ..:._ and thou, thou lonely heart, 
Which never yet without remorse 
Even for a moment didst depart 
From thy remote and sphered course 
To haunt the place where passions reign -
Back to thy solitude again! ("Isolation. To Marguerite, •i 
11. 13-18) 
'.S·ev·e.:ra:1 o.fner poems. refle·ct_ tbe motif of the xnountain as being 
colq, :isolating,. oIJd: tjeyoid -of:h:unian activity. Oberma.'li·rt· withdraws 
fron1 the vv'otld· to. s:ee·k: "the ,glow:, " ''the thrill of life·'·''· but the "realm 
.of thotig.ht ls· :dtEta.r ,a:11.d. c·old.11 .f11Startz·as. in Memory of tbe :Aµthor o{ 
'O.betma:nrt, ' 11 1. 107) • The ·c:a·rth11sia.n monks in 11$·t~nza:s· .. fron1 the 
G.rande Chart.re.use'* h.ave alsq wit}1draw·n from the world to the .. :ntountaifiS:i 
.Although he has bee·n seen all over·, .. the S·cholar Gipsy goes. slgnifi.c:ahtlY 
tq the Ct.1m11et hills to seek his '' one.: go.al,. ~-· •.a.one aim. " All ha.tie,. 
f.st>lated themselves from the re:al. ot supposed contaminatio.n of. the·. 
' ' 
w·orld. For Arnold, then, the. mo.untain was ostensi.l:>ly c1 r.efu~re· froin 
th'e turmoil of the world below. It was not, }:lowev.er, .a· s.uc:cessful 
escape, for the price was too high. As Alan· fl .. Roper obsezves, if.the 
:ascent to the mountaln·ls undertaken with the conviction that there fs 
rto ration-al s.en=se. to the universe, the summit can offer no more than 
isolation .. , with its· conseq·uent rejection of fellow-feeling. 3 Although 
one· ci1n rind· some measure 6£ pe.ace in isolation, like the mountains, 
.·. . . . ' .·.. . . . . ·. . 
') 
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the isolation is too lonely, cold, drear, and lifeless. As we saw in 
chapter one, Arnold could not remain in mountain-isolation very long; 
the call of duty was too strong for him. 
Remaining on estranging heights is also fraught with more sever~ 
dangers, as we see in "Empedocles on Etna. " Empedocles himself sees-
the mountain as .black and melancholy in contrast with the serene middle-
gtound of Callicles. The mountain for Empedocles becomes a symbol of 
self-extinction. 4 For him the air is arid; he is "clouded," dispirited. 
flis inhuman self-dependence ultim_a:teIY d·es:ttoys him. The mountain, 
th.e emfne_n_ce of isolation, leads: .i)1exorably to: self.--destruction. The 
same: :idea. :is· .reiterated in th.e iiGrand Cnartreus:e-. " Here the. monk·s 
-are -leading: a "--death in life:•• ·(1. ~.4}; they ar~ _residing in .a_ lllivlng tomb:-" 
-(-~-~72). l'h~lr world:", too.:-,_ :f:_s destructive- of life; ·th.e_y urge: the bann-er~-
(11 •. 209--:210) • 
After -o·on·sidering the dang_ets ln:he·re·n.t Jn. est:aplng: to mountain 
s:eclusion, we might well as·=k why withdrawal wa.s· .attractive to Arnold. 
--- ~--· ·--A closer examination :of the mountain s,ymbol revea,ls tba-t. the mountain 
has positive as weli ·as negative aspects. -Ont.he: po.sitive side Arnold 
is attracted to the Ii·otiori :of se:clus.ion. :a:s a source of the self-realization 
and self-dependence Which he sought. 5 Often Arnold contrasts the 
isolation of '-1PPer air to the c:onge stion of the plain (Arnold's plain is 
_p.ot: necessarily a barren desert; often ht_s. plain _ip filled with brimming 
qi.ties, which contribute their stultifying effects to the aridity of the 
·plain. Cf. "The Future, 11 11. 50-57 and "A Dream, " 11. 36---3--7 in· ·which 
Arnold speaks of his plain as "Bristled with cities.") and -its =concomitant 
stifling of the individual; 
I 
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For most men in a brazen prison live, 
Where, in the sun's hot eye, 
With heads bent o'er their toil, they languidly 
Their lives to some unmeaning taskwork give, 
Dreaming of nought beyond their prison-wall. 
(
11A Summer Night, 11 11. 37-41) 
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,'Similar contrasts may also be seen in "The Future, 11 11. 50-57, and in 
"Men of Genius" in. the first :stanza.. T:he contrast is also implicit in 
... . 
the opening of "Empedocles ·on. Etna.'' In 'addition in a letter to "K" 
... , . .. . . . I 
in 1851, Arnold bemoans the tendency to be influe11c.ed. by characters 
·and lives. so -much like his own that he is without energy to mark his 
·Pla.ce in th.e world; instead they make him feel confir}ec;l an.q joyless. 6 
. . 
-
In ''Requiescat," th:e. d.ead woman's life is. des.cribe·d, ·as:. ·"'.. • • turning, 
turning, /In maze$. of: neat and sound. 117 
Hence Arnold.to his search for his lo.e..ntlty· tum.·s·: to: th.e··tfpland.s ... , 
to: 
.. ..... ·• 
-Anq s.trar1ge and vatn· the eq.rthly turmoil grows-, 
·AI1d near·:an·ct rea.l th·e .. charm of thy .[Thyrsis'J repo·se._ 
( .. "T.h · .. .. 0 1· . ·1 14 4 ·1·4'·8 9) ..· .· ...... ·.yrs1s., · . · .. · · ... , .· · -
.He would be like. the poet in ''·Re-s1.g.rtat.fgn; .,. who .frqm ·.hi=s upland vantage 
·point, his "J.tigh station" (1.164), 
. . . sees life unroll, 
A placid and continuous whole -
That general life, which does not cease, . 
Whose secret is not joy, but peace; (11.189-192) 
Arnold looks to the stars in "Self-Dependence" for their detacnect, 
· 
11 self-p.oised" self-suf:flciency, to the Carthusian monks for theft 
spiritual remoteness: and austerity. He finds on the mountain a rigoro.u.s 
Stoic message and the ideal of resignation. 8 In view of the positive 
aspects of his symbol, it comes as no surprise to find frequent use -of 
th~ wor.ds, "high, " "austere II and "calm" in Arnold's work. 9 
I 
,, 
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Yet, a~ we have seen, Arnold could not remain separated completely 
from the mainstream of life; he felt compelled to find his calm in the 
battle below. He asks the gipsy child, 
What mood wears like complexion to thy woe? 
His, who in mountain glens, at noon of day, 
Sits rapt, and hears the battle break below? 
- Ah! thine was not the shelter, but the fray. 
("To a Gipsy Child by the Sea-shore, " 11 •. 20-24) 
He: muses on the origin of the strange calm which permeates this sorrow-
lad:en chi! d • 
Is the calm thine of stoic souls, who weigh 
Life well, and find it wanting, nor deplore; -
But in disdainful silence tum away, 
Stand mute, self centered, stern, and drea·rn 'no more? 
(I 1. 29-3 2) 
Not wishing to tum away disdainfully: or to: sta.rtd ·.ntUte·: or self-centered; ... ,. 
Arnold realizes that·:he .carirtot with.dr~w from li-le .. :_Like the child,: h.e 
must be a partfctpan:t in lffe. 
Although Arnold fs aware that the Ii1ountains .. ar~ :not. ~lwa.ys 
sqtlsfactory, he is not unaware that there ate ofher,s ·who .can (or roust) 
fpr··reasons peculiar to themselves remain on the mountain. .C·onsequent-
ly .. ; :,high places are the natural h'abit~.t, for.many of .Arnold'·s c,haracters. 
:The :mountain as Arnold employs .ft in thi.s cont.ext re:presents th~. Jsolaflon. 
of superior souls. In "Alaric at Rom_e·,. '·'· :we see ,.Alaric .atop the Capitoline 
Hill broodin.g ·over· a civilization he tia.:s :brought low. Elsewhere we see 
the Scholar GJpsy in the Cumner :H.i.lls ,. Heine from Brocken-tower, Odin 
from Valhalla, the shepherd irt. "Sohrab and Rustum." In "The New 
Sirens,.. a.rtd' 11·The Strayed Reveller, 11 the poets descend from the mount~in· 
1 fl to the plafn. '.Chis descent is made a ::;iy11 of worldly contamination. --
Arnold himself must risk this contamination in choosing to descend. 
A... Dwight Culler finds that the usual inhabitant of Arnold's 
' I 
mountain is the "Sage," who "is always represented by the image of 
\ \ 
lofty isolation, the lonely figure brooding upon some eminence or 
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mountain height, looking down into the tumult and misery of the plain 
~ 
below. 1111 Culler finds the mountain appropriate for the Sage who 
meets the evils of the world, not with the mocking laughter of a 
Reveller or Epicurean but "with fortitude and sullen pride," keeping 
"aloof from the struggle, stubbornly enduring a fate which he cannot 
·change. 1112 Rustum, Empedocles, Goethe, Soph:_o.c_les, Shakespeare -
-all fit the char.a·cteristics of the $.age. But, says Culler, there is a 
difference among the tempers. :of the Sage. On th.e one hand, he may 
be filled witb grim defiance. On the other hand_, if he has been longer 
aloofi he ·may have progressed thr.ough mere en_dllra11ce ... a·n.d d·espair to 
Calm and evel1 compassion for humanity. 13 
E._-.: D-.-· H·. :lohrison sees Arnold's lonely figu_re~ ~:~- :Prol~ctlon·$ of 
t1'1eir creator's homelessness in the. Victorian Age 014 Although Arnqld 
wci.~. to -desert their lonely .eminence, he· wa:s never :able- to. ·e.sc-ape 
ct>tnpletely the -s-ense qf alie_n.atiq_n_ they m:anifested: __ ~ :In his: poetry he 
w·as never altogether a·ble to achiev·:e :his ···one aim., on_e business, •i 
never quite able to see bls w_ay, :Cle.at. Perh·aps this is why his mountains· 
are shrouded with cloutj.s •. ·Th~ v.:ts~-o.n h~.- -~ought was never completely 
lucid to h-im. Yet he never :abandon·ed: the ideal of a hig(h :Olympian 
intelligence in which reason and emotion are blended. 15 
As we saw in chapter one, Arnold vacillated betWee·n two extremes -
withdrawal and activity, the mountain and the plaiI?, - for quite some time 
before he was to discover that the mid-point of the two (the lands_c'ape of 
.callicles he had sketched in "Empedocles 11) wa..s the- ldeal position:from 
which to view life. In our discuss.Ion .of the· Ihoti.n-~a.i-p metaphor, we 11:~·ve 
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considered some of the reasons why he could not center his existence on 
the lower ground of activity. Perhaps it would be expedient to consider 
more fully his employment of the land metaphor to indicate why the plain 
was repellent to him. 
Gen tral in Arnold's con·ception .of the .world ·of men is the image of 
"The darkling plain, " found in "Dover Beach,, 11 .·a world which, like T .• S::l 
Eliot's Waste Land, 
Hath really neith~r j:oy;_ nor 1o_ve, nor light, 
Nor certitude, nor pe:q:c~., nor help for pain. (11.33-3.4) 
In contrast with the harsh :bri'g.htpess of the mountain, this land is bathe·d. 
in darkness., th~ only l}ght coming from the sW-ords of the ·combti_tan.ts_;:, 
"ignorant armies II who llclash by night. " Several characterl.sti:c:s of 
Arnold's u·se of the pla:i.rt metaphor reveal themselv.es in ''Dover Beach. 11 
The world is ·darkf :immersed in melancholy, j0)'1~,.S_$·,. -cop:fµ~ed. Signif~ 
icantl_y, :.it. :i.s: 
Swept with confu_s:ed· alarms of struggle· and flight. (1. 36J 
Although Arnold clings to the hope that love will c·onquer over this world,. 
even love will fail to bring about the peace he desires, fot: 
We mortal millions live alone. ( "To Margue.rit.e - c·onJtpµed:, u.: 
1. 4): 
Mq.n: meets .Iitan :--·' me·ets, and quits again {"·The Terrace at 
Berne, " 1. 48) 
·The· difficulties in· comtnunic·atlo.h we:, discussed earlier become readily 
apparent when we consider·the na.ture of this plain. 
The plain, ·as Arnold see:s. lt, ts. closely ··allied with the citie-_s 
·., 
-yihlch: rest o.n it. In "A pr:eam, '' Jh·e .-r.iV'er of Life sweeps him past' hls: 
1.ov.e, and 
Soon the plank'd cottage by the sun-warm'd pines 
Forded - the moss - the rocks; us burning plains, 
Bristled with cities, us the sea received. (11. 35-37) 
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For Arnold the city is confusion and despair. "The city is the recipient 
of men whose old ties - to estate, parish or town - have been broken 
by the new order. It has no real relation with the mass of its citi-
zens. • • • 
1116 Earlier we spoke of the sense of confinement Arnold felt 
in the world. Small wonder that Arnold could not reside permanently in 
such a world of darkness, despair, and lack of freedom. As ?rilling says, 
". • • modem men feel that their roots lie elsewhere." 
17 Arnold, per-
:_.baps the most modem of the Victorians, was no exception. 
One further consideration of Arnold's conqeption of the plain 
·will point up neatly the contrast between it .and the mountain. Through:-
out much of his poetry, Arnolq makes ·.m.any allusions to the noise of the 
world .• In "The Buried Life,"· he complains.of a 11 World-deafen 1d ear" 
(1.82); he thirsts for knowledge of ·his b.uried life "in the world's most 
crowded streets, 11 11 in the din of strife" (11. 4 5-46). In II Resignation'' 
he journeys along silent roads above II the noisy town" (1. 77). In 
"Dover Beach, 11 he hears "confused alarms of struggle and flig-ht'' 
(l. 3 6) • The Scholar Gipsy he urges to fly from the infectio_n of our 
mental strife. In "In Utrumque Paratus," where "alone/Spring the 
great streams" (11.20-21), the ascent to the solemn peaks leaves be-
hind "human noises" (although here they are pleasant). Many other 
examples could be cited, but I do not wish to labor the point. We can 
easily see by just these few examples the contrast between the teeming 
life of the plain and the placid· lonelin~ss of the mountain. 
Because Arnold could not accept either a soli.tary life on the 
·mountain or a life of activity on the plain, he turned to his ideal land-
I ' 
'' 
.; 
I 
4; ) ..,. 
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scape as a compromise between the two. He had seen that neither view 
would suffice in itself; a synthesis was necessary. After our discussion 
of the alternatives, we can see why the ideal landscape of Callicles be-
came Arnold's choice. The mid-point corresponds with Arnold's decision 
to be in the world but not of it which we saw in chapters one and two. 
:Le,t_ u_·s examine the lan_dscape more closely to see how it rec.onciles:the 
opposing altema:~ive.$-. 
re:sts: conta:l11·s:no.extte·n1es. It is not isolated·,; nor.is it in the ·vallery 
of activity-. I.t _i·s neither completely exposed, as .is the peak, nor c:on.--
'fined·, as: _are· t.he lives of the men below. It :rests neither in blinding· 
·$unlight, nor fn the :dqrkn·e.ss _of the pla:in.- It i:s_ neither barren nor 
,., . 
Iuxuri.~nt,- -c·.old n_or Jio.~.- There is a measure o! ·peace, but the $QU:nds: 
:f-toni :belqw· are ·still to be heard. We have th'e- -distin·tjt im·pre·ssion that 
:art_yo.1te _placed in this setting is neith~r- living i-rt .cotnpl"ete isolation, 
:1;.ror being- completely involved in.the :a_ctiv-ity of th:e-. pla-in.. Consid·ering 
-_·afl qf: t.IJ.es·e p.oints i11 relatio_p to-:.Arpold.' s later ·ph~lo~.oPhic- pos.ition, we. 
can see how his land,. meta.Jj·h.o:t supports his phi-los"ciphlc 'View. What 
Arnold seeks is th·e peac·e o_f the middle-ground on which. ·Callicles 
rests - a fu_sion of the au:$te_re mountain peak with t:b~ ,t.eern..i·n_g ._plai.n.., 
·H¢, seeks a height whtcl1.·vy_ilf ·enable him to preserve his own. squl,_ 
while allowing him tcr_:p·articipate in the affairs of men. But,. 't1S. Ala.ri 
.H-. Roper points o·ut; the middle-ground (or "sequestered nool<"= .a:s 
Rop·er· cq.lls it) represented for Arnold no more than futile escapi:sm -
a. pla:c~ to wait out the da_rnned. times until the .new age is usher~Q- i:r1:_.. i..-a 
,'l'h~- middle-groun.d become·s, therefore, too pas.give and thus unsa.tis-
fa.ct9ry! In ''Yc>"uth aliQ- :Cf1lin," Arnold show$· hi:$ dissatisfaction ·with the 
serenity which such a landscape would bring him. 
Calm I s not life I s crown, though calm is well. 
'Tis all perh·aps which man acquires, 
But 'tis not what our youth desires. (11. 23-25) 
Nevertheless, as we shall see, the view of the world seen from the 
middle-ground remained the most tenable solution Arnold could find. 
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The only reasonable alternative for Arnold was to ascend even 
.·h_i.gher t.o the hill. or m,qµntain-top, observes Roper. 19 This mountain-
,.p.e.ak. cannot., however, ·be. the isolating, estranging one· we observed 
,-earlier.-. T:he ·as:cerit to it rnust be made with the: c-c,nvictio_n that there 
Js -~ moral :force in the universe - th.e_ "'One. ,all--pt1re" :p_f "In Utrumque 
,P~r~t'*s: •: ·,iz:.o .'f:h·~n, t:he: :pe .. ak ·wjll br{ng :prp~i-111J:ty· to the di vine, to truth, 
.. · ,- ; . . 
a-pq ·f(J tl1~ de·s.ired. harrpori.y with: the ·moral or~ler of the universe. Such 
-art as.cent would .. fuse all of the spiritual qualities to be found at the peak 
. . . . .. 
-wfth the· pe.ace of th·e rniddle-ground art·d the involvement with the plain 
JDelow·. Li.ke- 'the _poet in "Resignation" Arnold would use this peak "to, 
s·.can/Not his .ow.n cours-e, but that of man 11 (11. 146~14.7}. 
The difficulty, of course, la.Y i11 -re:a.chin.g the summlttt 'More·ov·et 
a.s we saw in "Rugby Chapel" it .i.s .not .en-:oug:h: for the indlvldual to .reach. 
th:e summit himself; for th-e new· ag.e to dawn, all m.e.n would 'have to com-
plete the a-sc~nt.. Arnold realized, however, th:at p~rf°ection in hf s .age 
was iqipos·sible. ln "Growing Old, 11 stating that:·age brings no compensa-
tion fot the. Ios··s :of youth, he employs his tnounta'in imagery to show what 
ag·e ts: rtot: 
'Tis not to see the world 
As from a height, with rapt prophetic eye·s .. , 
And heart profoundly stirr'd (11.16-18). 
Consequently, Arnold had to content himself with oq¢:a:.~ional glimpses 
/. 
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.of the mountain-top of truth, while seeking whatever calm he could find 
in the middle-ground of Callicles as he hoped and waited for the new age 
to dawn. 
~ ~ • ~- '. q ' ' .... • I • G - • €'!'"- •• - ,_ • • - - ';e' !-
IV. THE IMAGES COMBINED 
Although we have isolated Arnold's water metaphor and his land 
., 
.metaphor in order to explore their various aspects, we should not there-
fore infer that Arnold constantly kept them separa.ted •... At times Arnold 
has interwoven both metaphors to clarify or amplify: h.t·s p·otnt. Conse-
quently, a consideration of his· juxtaposition of t_h.~ m~:ta.pnors may 
provide additional illumination of hts poetry .. 
In chapter two we saw that Arnold· h-eld. tw.o: "<~t,nflic:ting views of 
nature: that of$ nature alien to .m~n an·d that of a nature with which 
:man can b.e integtated. We saw that,: :according to W. Stacy Johnson, 
there were :three ways to resolv~ the: conflict - the tradit_ional Christian 
dualism of spirit and natur~, simpl~ mater~·~ltsm, or pantheism. Jn .. con--
s1d·etin_g the first and second altern.ative·s,: Arnold opposes .h·urt1an. land 
l to the natural sea. . 
Thf:s. opposition m·g.y· .. p.etb·aps= b:e·:st: be, s:een in: "Th-e :Forsaken Mer-
. . . 
iltan •. ''· Johnson finds that the sadnes-.s ·of the pqerh :s-t.ems: from the feeli.ng· 
of·· a d'.iv:i.ded man Who- cannot accept the sea -c,r land :b·ut longs for both •. 
'The conflict is really between the nee~d-·for1nner·va.lues and the ne.ed for 
the experience of the outer world2 - the conflictwe have seen as para.,. 
mount in Arnold's development. The ocea·n .. , 'h·e;r.e· a:s. elsew·h-~r.e·., re;pre·-
sents for Arnold a natural, spontaneous.,· a1id se°ff--su.ffici~nt extsten·ce; 
the land, in opposition, signifies the life ·of ·qh.u.rp_hes, laws, and: con:·-.. 
ventional behavior. 3 
Central, too, in this conflict is the s:.en.s.e .. ,of isolation which we have 
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seen in the preceding chapters. Here Arnold's characteristic metaphors 
are more closely allied. In "Parting" Arnold employs both of his images 
to give the sense of isolation. Retreating from lov-e~ he would go to the 
. • . high mountain-platforms, 
Where mom first appears. (11. 85-86). 
He would do this because 
.. • . a sea rolls between us -
Our flifferent past! (11. 65-66) 
'Th.us, ,be.th. the sea and mountain peak are. associated with isolation.: 
' 
·Th:e. same theme .is reiterated in "The Terrace at Berne. " Here: 
'he,-speal<-s -a.bo~t tb:.e·. remembered joys of lost love, the difficulties of 
s.u.staining_ S'uch love·, and the inevitable isolation .from the loved -on~· .. 
Like driftwood spars, which meet and pas:$ 
Upon the boundless ocean-plain, 
So on the sea of life, alas! 
Man meets man - meet.s, and qui ts ·a·g·atn .:. (}1. 4·5-48) 
Th-e sea here separat~s. an·d estra·nges, and the notion .. of isolation is 
further emphasized p.y 
- T.he -mists .are ,on ·the mountqJ11 .hun~-! ·(l •. 5:1) 
Agai'n -both· the :sea: ·and ·the mountain are e,q\iated:·w.ith: .isolation,. 
Al.thtn~glJ ~t- tim.e:s· ~nold made his .. tW.o lnrciges rather closely 
::relat~·d,. ·m.ore often., as· we s·a-id. eatlier, he diam1~trically opposed 
the·m tp: :po1nt ·up ·his: philo.so.phi,c co-nJlict. It .is interesting to see how 
he· was. a.ble· -fin·ally to· s:yn:th:~sJ-ze them (albeit vaguely) in what W. Stacy: 
~ . . ~ 
Johnson calls a synthetic::: and pantheistic philosophy which would create 
a perfect sea of being - one which would embrace all conflicts and unite 
both subject and object. 4 Let us consider the steps leading to that sea. 
In "Rugby Chapel, 11 Arnold demonstrated ~qat ft w.as not enough to 
save one's self;r the truly noble person assfste:d .others.. to tri:~ir -salvation. 
I,· r ~ , 
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In characteristic Arnoldian imagery, the world is portrayed as a land of 
eddying dust where most men aimlessly mill. But Arnold is more inter-
ested in men with unrealized ideals not a lack of ideals. The world 
here is the path of active struggle with the goal· being the inn in the 
clouds which welcomes the weary. Arnold's hope is in social order 
and unity: salvation lie.s in social action under strong leaders. 5 Such 
social acti.on may lead .. a.s we saw in chapters one and two to the dawn 
,of a .. n·ew· age .. 
What· wa·:s heeded was s,y·mb.olically a. flood which would ~'ffqce 
all distin¢tlon.s· between land a:nd s.e.a and make all a part .of t'he on·e: ... 
In "A·S·ummer .Wight" Arnold shc;,ws where his hopes lie. He: be·giris by 
p·osfn·g· the two :alternatives. Th.~ first is the sla·ve, tlJe: prisoner of 
the la:nd'. .. who dies -. . . - .I 
U.h.freed:., .having .s·ee'.n ,n··othfng, still unblest. (1. 50) 
·'The s,econci.Js the m.a:dman pf the ocean, who has escaped the prison of 
'land'., to ·sail for ":some :'false, impossible: sh·ore" (1. 6.9) • "And he too 
·dlsappeats., and'.: comes no more 11 (1. 7 3} .• If both kinds of men. '.are: :doomed,. 
I~: there no lif~, put these alone? _ 
Madman or ·slave·, ·.must man be one? (1.1 .. 7·4-7$) 
:Nq·;: ;~ays Arnold, there .is one alternative or at leq,St a h.ope. One can 
:ta·ke. inspiration from the h·eavens·., so calm, so untroubled and unpassion~ 
ate -
. .. . I 
; 
Who, though so noble, share in the world I s toil, And, though so task'd, keep free from dust and 
soil ! ( 11 • 81-8 2) 
Still again we see the aspiration to have a patt tn ~ti~~- w:e>.:tld, but:.n·ot-: to > . 
• ·• 
I 
be consumed by it. 
' I 
·, 
,.I 
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Evidence of the need for a revivifying flood may be seen implicitly 
in "Stanzas froln the Grand Chartreuse. " The children "rear' d in shade 11 
catch a glimpse of the outside world, "where the road runs near the 
stream 11 ) 1. 17 5). But they urge this world to pass "And leave our desert 
to its peace" (1.210). What is needed is a flood, a stream which will 
' .. 
con;sume the aridity of a dead faith. A new :age must dawn, an age 
Which without hardness will be s·age, 
And gay without frivolity. (11.159-160) 
t·h·e de·sert must be flooded by a stream of new faith, a faith whi'ch all 
may accept., a faith which will embrace all of humanity. But the streanl 
they see is one of ·"action and plea$1~:r~, ·'-' and thus not wide enough to 
be all-encompa.s$ihg··. 
Arnold.' s final :philclso.phi.'c: position (at: Ie·ast ,Ls· ft em·e·rges in his 
poetry) may· be· found.,. as we s.atd earlier,. in •rQbermann. Once More 11 
(l·H6.5}.. I .believe .we will. find ,h'.~re., too.~ tnat Arnold has: fused his 
.don.1in:ant image·s to· reveal what his hope ls. Obermann, ,in his :cou:n_sel 
to Arnold, reveals· what the world needs ~ 
One common wave of thought and joy 
Lifting mankind again! (11.323-324) 
·r.:he sµp must rise, "the world's great order, 11 and melt Jh·e icebergs. of 
the p~.':st.~ .. All distincti.ons between land and se:a. must.: °\1anish so that 
Millions, whose life lay fast 
Have thoughts, and smiles, an.d.: 'teats .. , (11 •. 2·;87·~·2,-88): 
.Arnold is instructec~ to help this new w,orlcl .to ,davtn •.. -.A·S. ·h·e :Illti:s.e:·s: ov-·er· 
the vision'., he says, 
• • • 
Past Sonchaud' s piny flanks I gaze 
And the blanch'd summit bare 
Of Malatrait, to where in haze 
The Valais opens fair, 
•i 
. ' 
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And the domed Velan, with his snows, 
Behind the upcrowding hills, 
Dotl' all the heavenly opening close 
Which the Rhone s murmur fills; -
And glorious there, without a sound, 
Across the glimmering lake, 
High in the Valais-depth profound, 
I saw the morning break. (11.337-348) 
It. ls significant, in view of our remarks on Arnol_d __ ' s "imagery, that he 
;:shou.ld in this manner, close a· .poem which describes his hope f.qr the 
fut.µre. We see- him here standing among the lakes and mountains as 
th-e new sun breaks over all.- Hi.s view of the world has become all-
encompassing as he looks foJWard to helping the new age arrive. 
The position. Arnold would have is one which he had seen quite 
e·arl,'y in :his ·poetic- career - the position _of Sophocles, "Who saw _life 
:-steadily~ :and saw it whole" .{"To a Frlen.o._i " l. 12) . More thail toat·, 
. ' 
·h_ow~ver, tt .i:s tn·e_ position of- Homer in the same poem, who 
S·aw The Wide Pro·spect, and the Asian Fen, 
And Tmolus hill, ~nd Smyrna bay, though blincl:. :fl 1:. :J-~4). 
He wishes to wear the ''victo~iou·$ brow" of Shakespeare, wh·o ;''"Dfcfst: 
tread On .e·a~tl) unguessi' .. d- .at.11 t"sh:a:kes.peaf°e I II 1. 11) , 
• . . For the loftiest hill, 
Who to the stars uncrowns his majesty, 
Planting his steadfast footsteps in the sea, 
Making the heaven of heavens his dwelling-place,: 
Spares but the cloudy border of his base 
To the foil'd searching of mortality .•• (11.3-8): 
'SJg:hificia·ntly, ag:airi_, the view embraces .. both sea and. hill. 
.': - . 
Thus Arnold'_s eJtr.ly anguish vyould give: Wgy-to 9~lrn jJ ·he could 
maintain this posi uon - a concept of nature, broadened to. fnclude all· 
human values. Bui. as we said earlier, he faltered evert in thfs position • 
. As W. StaC}7 Johnson points out, Arnold never found proper term's for ._his. 
__. 
faith. 6 It was always a bit vague and ill-defined-_. Johnson conjectures·· 
i 
I 
I 
I 
.S-1 
that in 1867 Arnold's poetic imagination was threatening to break down, 
for he no longer had an acceptable objective idea for what life is on 
which to base his values and his imagery. More accurate, I believe, 
is Alan H. Roper's observation that Arnold abandoned poetry for prose 
because of a growing conviction that the record of a personal struggle 
:(eve·n., :perhaps, of a personal victory) was an inadequate contribution 
-· to the_ age. 1 Whatever the cause, Arnold was to turn to prose to help 
:pqv·e the way for a new faith, a S$a ot Life which wo_uld.:be a symbol 
for· the imagination, a symbol of· ~ome adequate source :and ground for 
ht1rrtan existence. 8 In poetry he had: :been a spectator, not a pa·~l9ipa-nt., 
At first his landscqpe: had: ·dealt .wtth his own life ~- ·its tiv.e-rs, it··s 
buried life~ .Later his lqn,ds·cape :broadened until qll ·ot h_u~1an-ity :~-n~ra.<J:e.:d 
him. In prose he was: to Join the fray. 9 
It .is o_bvious :that Arnoltf' s poetry offers no e·asy answers-. Perhaps 
all one·· really :finds are the qv.:e.~tion·s· •. At bE:!.st one finds the calm which 
Arnold c·ons1dered far inferior to ·Joy. "Those who ·seek emotional peace 
will ·.not tum to Arnold. ·H:e ::fs fat the unflinching and ·perhaps only :for 
the strong. But he is honest and he never offers second-best. ,. lO He 
himself was never quite· cont~.nt with calm. F. 1 .. Lucas, using Arnold's 
own imagery, sums it up .like this: Arnold's poetry ":s.~·ems to rise like 
a mountain-peak, cold and clear in the gray .Peac·e of ·even.1ng abov.e th:e 
musical but bewildered murmurings of a twilit forest. ,,U 
I 
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APPENDIX 
"Vita" 
Albert John Miles 
b. November 23, 1935 - Nantfcoke, Pennsylvania 
Mother - Mrs. Floyd L. Sutton 
Father - Albert J. Miles 
B. S. in Education - Bloomsburg State. OoJle·ge - 1957 
'l'eaching Experience: 
t:~highton High School - 1957-1960 
Springfield Township High School - 1960-196·5 
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